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ENCRYPTION-BASED PROTECTION PROTOCOLS FOR 

INTERACTIVE USER-COMPUTER COMMUNICATION * 
by 

Stephen Thomae Kent 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis develops a complete set of protocols, which utilize a block 

cipher, e.g., the NBS data encryption standard, for protecting interactive 

user-computer communication over physically unsecured channels. nte use of 

the block cipher protects against disclosure of message contents to an 

intruder, and the protocols provide for the detection of message stream 

modification and denial of message service by an intruder. The protocols 

include facilities for key distribution, two-way login authentication, 

resynchronization following channel disruption, and expedition of high 

priority messages. The thesi~ presenu designs for module•,- to illplemenc. t:he 

protocols, both in a terainal and in a host cOilputersystem., and discusse• the 

results of a test implementation of the modules on Multics. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael D. Schroeder 

*This report is based upon a thes.i's of a similar title submitted to the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, on May 19, 1976 in partial fulfillment of . the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Science. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Thi.s theais d.evelopa protocols to: &Tgaai:S. the uae''of encryptfan to deal 

with the probi.m of providing a secure·c~ieat'i'On patlt bet..,.en a user at a 

t•~•l and hb compu.&:atiQJl an a remote boat computer syetem. This problem 

if of m-.jor ·conc:ern ••·more and aore coafutiag ia· performed interactively via 

uaaec~~ ·cQDQ11un1cat4,on faciU.tiea and the:•value ai1.d'l111.portance of the data so 

a~aeased in~Ee-ses. Secure COlllatmication ia DO loalet 8 Concern juat for the 

•i:J.it&l'Y•·. With the introduction of a 1eattdarcl' ·encryption· algorithm [NBff] that 

c~' be J,-pl,eaeut.ed .on a· single integrated cireuit ··chip'; alid with the' 

decreas~g coa4, of hard~• ~aenta, i-t :te nev0 pratlical: to clonsi·der :using 

encry9M~b4•~_.~e.aeuree t.o p:r;otect data e11to11:c. f~ a"uaer terminitl to a 

r~te }lost facil.ity. 

Mslatling the ~istence of ,an !Q.ti:udeJ:., .. aaaecl·wi:dt a ·large Hale computer 

pos;i..,tion~!i } . .n. the ~~ti.9'l between a· ·1.IStlr · tentmal ;.mid • remote host 

computer, a n'Ulll~ of ,different t~, .o.f · thDaaU ••J be Pol!'ed'. • \tle intruder 

ay, ~t.. olll.y ~~ively,:,copy each. ~saage:: traalil:ittea in etther direction on 

t~ coD!IM\Ction, ~ut he aay .. actively cl181:"Upt t1'e fldlf of messages' on th~ 

conp-rti.Qn., . aodifybg•. delayt.ag, reorderiag,·' ae4-. rerald:ing' 'lilessage~ or 

s~tlie&;izµig,,_new messas•• and. in•rtio.g ;·'dle•-int() th4!'conn~ction. As the 

CO!PlUDicatio~ H~h is as•uaed :to be phyaiced.ly 'tH1aeeured·9 t:here is no way that 

anr,iu~rud•r caa b• prevented' fro• eqagina-~ in a.Uh actatt but the prote·ction 

Page 8 



In trod uct ion Page 9 

measures developed in the thesis do prevent disclosure of message contents, 

provide detection of message stream modification, and provide detection of 

denial of message service. 

The use of encryption protec;te against disclosure of the contents of the 

messages being transmitted on the connection. It also, serves t'e bind together 

the user level data and a tag that identifies meaaagea 7. IC that an intruder 

cannot, with a high probability, •odify ueer level data· WithO\lt ·detectably 

modifying the tag. The use of such .a tag in all 111essagea• prov idea· a baai• fer 

establishing the authenticity of each message received on· the con1u~etioii ~ 'lbe 

design of the tag prevents any undeteeted reordering~ ·d-eletian, or rerouting 

of unmodified messages on the connection. It aleo provides fo'r the highly 

probable detection of ~ious or .mod:l:fie4 me.sages· introduced into · the 

connection. Protocols are provided• aaploytng special control mEullitge'8!9 ··to· 

distribute encryption keys on the connection, detect intruder att~ckS 

involving delay or destruction of message ~traffic, .tnd T'esynchronize both ends 

of the connection in the event of disruption. A· prc:H~<>'Col also 'is etllploYed ·for 

the secure handling of high priority messages on the cd-nnectloti. 

The thesis presents a design fore tbe p-rotectiott modules n~ded at both 

ends of the connection. to implement the protocCJls. ·At t>he terminal ~' ·· the 

protection module is simple enough for it to· be constructed usittg a general 

purpose microprocessor and a special purpose chit> for· en~iphering ·and 

deciphering operations. At the host . end, the the protettion tlOdule is 

constructed in software ~thin the host COllputer., The·only special hardware 

support assumed for the host module is a machine instruction for performing 

enciphering and deciphering of message blocks, perhaps using the same chip. 
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The preferred positioning of the protection modules relative to the various 

hardware and software facilities typical of existing computer communication 

system is discussed. 

In order to test the completeness of the protection measures designed in 

this thesis and evaluate their impact on the human interface of a computer 

utility, a test implementation was carried out on the Multics [MIT] system. 

Experience with this test implementation indicates that the modules do detect 

intruder acts resulting in message stream modification or denial of message 

service and mitigate the impact of connection disruption on the interface 

presented to the user. The performance degradation resulting from use of the 

modules, assuming hardware support for the encryption/decryption algorithm, 

should be negligible for most users. 

Related Work 

As this thesis is not primarily concerned with cryptographic systems, the 

work of such people as Kahn [KDl, KD2] and Shannon [Sha] is only indirectly 

related. It may be the case that work similar in nature to that reported on 

in this thesis has been carried out by researchers within the Department of 

Defense, but because such work would be classified I am not aware of it. 

In xhe open literature a number of papers have dealt with the use of 

encryption for protection of data communicated via physically unsecured 

channels [Bar, Sav, ScP, Tur]. In particular the work of Paul Baran at Rand 

[Bar] stands out as an example of a major, systematic study of the problems 

involved in securing military data communication networks. This study, like 

others in the area, takes the view of providing secure communication 
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facilities for a variety of purposes other than user communication with 

computation in remote host computers. It also places emphasis on protecting 
~' 

the communication system from the threat of traffic analysis, unlike this 
~ ·' t. 

thesis, and thus assumes the existence of relatively secure intermediate nodes 

in the communication network to provide link encryption of messages, in 
'. . . ~ ... j { i 

addition to end-to-end encryption. A fundamental difference between work of 

this sort and the thesis is that the former treates the problem as one of 
.. j ' ~ '; ' 

securing communication facilities, rather than as a one of providing a secure 
~I : T. 

virtual connection between a user and his computation executing in a remote 

host computer. 

Several papers were generated at IBM in the early seventies, by Horst 

Feistel et al. [FHl, Flt2,. FNS, Smi, SNO], dealing with the development of the 

Lucifer encryption algorithm and its application to remote terminal ·to~ boat 

communication systems and to remotely accessed databases. "nlese papers 

discussed the design of Lucifer and presented a simple protocol for use over 

half-duplex channels. "nlat work is much closer to the body of this.thesis, 

than the works noted above, in terms of its intended application. However, 

the protocols described in the IBM papers are suited only for use in 

half-duplex communication enviromnents and do not treat all of the protection 

problems, e.g., automatic detection by the host of connection blocking by an 

intruder and secure transmission of high priority messages, that arise when 
;': ..i:·" 

the encryption protection mechanisms are used fo~ general purpose interactive 

computing, as opposed to database accessing. Furthermore, the coupling of the 

encryption protection measures with database accessing seems to violate 

concepts of procedural layering of system functions. this violation seems to 
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. f , ( 'I • ..., 

be a result of trying to use the encryption protection mechaniSllls to overcome 
- ' : ':;: ·:- :? ' - .: tj - _J 1 .. _ - '-~-- '1 ! ; ~- :S-- ~ - -

deficiencies in the internal protection mechaniaas of the host computer ,used 
I "'!' ;-; ..:, •· :·~ '. ~ . '{,, ··:.ff l :'. .; l . ·' 

f\.. 

in these experilllents. 

More recently, Dennis Branstad, of the National Bureau of Standards, has 

proposed some protocols for use in authentication, host access control, .and 

distribution of working keys in a network environment [Bral, Bra2]. ,,, 
Branstad's work does not develop protocol~ to d~al with problems _!il,uch as 

! ;;. °.l ~- • 7. ,l -· 

message sequencing, automatic resynchronization, and high priority mess4ge 
..,~:·i·· . ..;;.. -.--.,,...-i:· .. :·. -,.~1;"!f:t~-.··~~ ... _ - ,:--·-

processing. The protocols proposed by Brans~ad are described in terms of a 
..: . ·- .. L ··:. ·. - ,.x. , . . ._.... -~·~1.:-: .. ~··-;;: 

particular network environment that does not encompaas simple dialup l~nes of 
,. ' ' . ~ -, f' ' . . : ... ,, "', ;. ~ 

·the type used to access many interactive host ccaputera tocJay. The l'r9tocols 
' ~ _"",_:_,i,!~;"·. ·~ ': - + ·•. - ' • . ~-

general netwoik or si~~le 
·• :r -...:...... ··1 · ·• • > ,"'"! ·-•• 

described in this thesis can be used in either a 
; ... 

dialup environment. Further suggestions for protocols to organize the use of 
' ~ ' • - - '. l • ' • : '. 

the National Bureau of Standards data encryption standard are expected to be 
'°• -~.r·- "i 0 < •: 'F 

forthcoming shortly from NBS and from other researchers. 
~:: . 

Chapter two presents the model of the terminal-host connection that is 
. ~ ' 

used in the thesis, and develops the protection gc:>als that characterize the 

security that can be provided for a physically unsecured connection • The 
. r _. ·~ t' . 

chap
1
ter then presents characteristics of cryptogra~ic syst~~ that m~ke ·.·;~hem 

suitable for protecting interactive user-computer cOllllllunication and ~elects 
• ~ < ;,- ' ; 1 <("• • ~.. ' '. ',. ,. ~, 

the NBS data encryption standard as the basis for impleme~tation of the 
.. 

protection protocols. 
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Chapter three develops an authentication scheme for messages in a 

full-duplex communication environment. The chapter also deals with protocols 
;,;.-; 

for the distribution of keys in support of the authentication mechanism, and 

presents a protocol for the secure initialization of the channel at login 

time. 

Chapter four develops protection measures for detection of denial of 

service, when effected by bloc'k.ing of mes.sage traffic on the connection. 'lbe 
:<r c~·~:i3! '~- . ,:;.,, 

chapter also discusses protocols that are used to restore synchrony of the 

message counters used for authentication~~ th~ channel. 

Chapter five discusses high priority messages, e.g., "attention" signals. 
~ ~·· ~~·' 

An exterision to the connection model developed in chapte~ two is presented to 

·support high priority messages transmittei f~om· the;. ~e~~inal to the host. A 

protocol is introduced for handling such messages within the protection 

framework provided for regular message colBlllunication. 

Chapter six investigates the factors that influence the positioning of 

the encryption protection modules in the conununication path b!t~W!&tan ... ~a .••r's 

terminal and his computation. The primary factors that influence this 

positioning are security and functionality constraints. Differences in host 

commllllication system architectures that are relevant to protection module 

positioning, especially with respect to support of high priority messages and 

character echoing, are examined. 

Chapter seven presents a detailed discussion of the control stiucture of 
-~ ( ' 

both the terminal and host protection modules. The modules are c114racterized 

in terms of finite state machines driven by inputs from the user. terminal, the 

user's process, the ciphertext connection and timeouts at the host module. 
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Chapter eight discusses the test implementation of the proposed protocols 

undertaken on the ~!tics system. Some of the design issues associated with 
' , " ' ' '-, '-1. 

actually incorporating a host protection module in a production ~ltics system 

are considered. A discussion of the impact of the prote~,tion protocols upon 
~'} ~ ... '.i t.··~· 

the performance of the user-host connection and the host overhead to support 

the protection protocols is presented. 

Chapter nine reviews the conclusions of the ~hesis and. proposes topics 
~. '.~ 

for further study, including construction of pro~uction terminal and host 

protection modules, further performance evaluation, and gel?-eration . of 

encryption keys. 

The appendix discusses the susceptability of the Lucifer and NBS ciphers 
.''! - ' 

to a particular form of cryptanalysis, ex~8:~stive, ~ .. ~ sea~<7hing with m~tching 

intercepted cleartext and cipher text. Recent research . [DHl) indicates . thflt 

this form of cryptanalysis may be a practical means of at,tacking the NBS 

cipher, but that the Lucifer cipher is resistant to such an attack. 

,,. 



Chapter Two 

Protection Goals and Encryption 

In order to discuss the protection problems associated with physically 

unsecured communication channels, this chapter presents a model of a 

terminal-host connection, complete with intruder, and examines specific 

examples of intruder threats. From this model, the realizable protection 

goals for such a connection are established. Next, encryption is introduced 

as a basis for meeting these goals. 'nle thesis does not involve the details 

of cryptographic systems or cryptanalysis. Rather, cryptographic systems are 

viewed as "black boxes" that exhibit certain properties germane to providing a 

secure communication path between a user and a remote host computer. 'nle 

chapter concludes by discussing the properties that make a cryptographic 

system suitable for this application and that influence the design of the 

high-level synchronization and authentication protocols developed in ·later 

chapters • 

..!!!.!. Terminal-.!!.2!!, Connection Model 

For generality, we consider a full-duplex connection between a user 

terminal and a computer utility. Such a connection has the property that 

messages may be transmitted in both directions simultaneously. We can further 

simplify this description by modeling the full-duplex connection as a pair of 

independent simplex channels, each capable of transmitting messages in one 

direction only.~ At . this time we shall ignore the physical details of the 
'·' 

Page 15 



Page 16 Protection Goals and Encryption 

connection. Thus, such equipment as line adaptors, modems, front end 

processors and possible intermediate switching nodea will not be considered 

here, but will be discussed in chapter six. Rather, we shall identify only 

three 
··., ~ . '.~:; -_\ ~· :.· 

parts of the connection as being ~f interest at this time: the terminal 
-L1 

terminal, the host, and an intruder. 
' I ~ ' ' • ..... · 

Both the terminal and the host are ~resuaed to reside in secure areas. 
: ... 

The terminal. may be used at different tiaea by various users with different 
:. j 1,) ,. 

security requirements and different authorization levels. The host may also 
• .. ·r 

provide services to a diveree user cOllllllunity, not all of whom will employ the 

protection measures described in this thesis. 
' . 

The intruder-W:l.Ir be represented by a large computer, ·under hostile 

control, situated in the connection between the terminal and the host. All 

messages tranllllitted in either direction on the connection must pass through 

the·· ·intruder. The ·intruder can perform any processing he desires on the 
'.: 

messages-- copying them, delaying them, absorbing them, modifying them, 

synthesizing .new messages or allowing them to pass transparently. Figure 2-1 

de8cribes this configqration. 

------... -..-> 
Terminal Intruder 

<---~----

-----~o··: · ~~st .· 
<-------

···' ------
Figure 2-1 

General Model of a Full-Duplex Connection with Intruder 
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ProtectiOn Goals 

We would like to transmit messages in both directions in a way that makes 

the presence of the intruder irrelevant to the security of the connection. 

However, as the model suggests, with a physically unsecure connection the 

intruder could absorb some or all message traffic in his computer. In a less 

drastic action, the intruder could delay all message traffic in either or both 

directions. Acts of this nature can be termed "denial of message service" 

threats. In our model, with all messages on the connection passing through 

the intruder's computer, it is not possible to prevent denial of message 

service and we shall not address the more general problem of countering such 

threats. 

Similarly, as qur model suggests, it is not possible to prevent the 

modification of a message transmitted over the connection or the introduction 

of a spurious message. Included in the set of spurious messages are not only 

bit strings constructed by the intruder, but also messages previously 

intercepted by the intruder. Acts such as these can be designated as "message 

stream modification" threats. (1) 

(1) One may also term acts of this nature "active" wiretapping threats, in 
cqntrast to "passive" wiretapping threats that involve no intervention in the 
transmission of message traffic but merely involve . listening in on the 
conversation. 
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\ . :·.· 

With these limitations in mind, we can establish three goals fc:>r 

protection measures applied to a physically unsecured c~nnection: 
... ,.. -. -. ; ~ ,_ 

1. Pr~ye~tion _of release of mee.sage, c.011tents 

2. Detecition of message stream modification 

3. Detection .. o.f denial of mess.age .. service 

We will now examine various intruder threats to determine wat form of 

protection measures are required to ach.le'tie ttie8e 'goats. (2) 

Encryption techniques have been used primarily as countermeasures to 
. ~ '•i ... ' • 

threats of message contents disclosure [KD2]. 
)'·, 

transmitted between the terminal and the host~ t_his fir~ soal can be. achieved 
r ·: , ··. , -~. ~ .. 

within the limitations of the enciphering sche,ae used and subject to security 
. , ~ "'r, . . '" 

violations external to our model, e.g., the loss of the keY by the user. ~e 

enciphering is controlled by a key held by both the user and tl\e host, and the 
1 I ~ ~- _;' 1 ' ,_ . ~ :" '•, > . 

ability to decipher a message is based exclus.ively on possession of. the key. 
- . .. q ·. : : ,.. ; ·~ ·_·: . - ~j: . < ~· , -

Modifying our earlier terminal-host connection model to include an 
-,:,_,. __ 

e,ncryption . ' ; 

protection module (EPM) at the terminal end and suitable encrypt.ion facilities 
· . . , i\ : .' · ' F 

at the host end results in the co4f.iguration shown in Figure 2-2. 'nle 

protocols used to establish an enciph f1 communication . path b~tween the 

!' 
(2) A form of intruder threat that does not fall within these tqree categories 
is t:efe:rl'ed to as traffic analfsis •. This passive 'th:teat tnvotves anal'.18is of 
patterns of message traffic, or examination of address he~d,.rs in multiplexed 
channels t without actually read.fog the contents l>f thi :U.Uit'i'plexed . channels, 
in an effort to determine the nature of the conversation taking place. 

• ~ . . • f . .. - ·I' ·, •. ' . "" 

Countermeasures agafust traffic analysis 'threat'tlf' . usually .. 'i:nvblve the 
generation of "dummy" messages at each_ en,d of the C()llP,~,Ct~pn,in or~ef r.o 
maintain a C'Otllttant rate of message traffic-· and link~to~litik 'encryption of 
messages to prevent an intruder from reading mess•e headers. Although the 
protocols d1!Veloped in the thesis ..#ill S'dpport s\Jch , ad'dltionai 
countermeasures, threats of this type will not be treated. · 
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terminal and the host computer, by exchanging messages enciphered with the 

same key, are discussed in chapter three. 

E --------> ---------> E 
Terminal p Intrud.ef p. Ho•t 

M <--------- <-------- M 

Figure 2 .. ,2 

Connection Model with &lcryptiQR P1i~tq~Uon.1fodules 

In order to achieve the second goal noted above, detection of message 

stream modification, some mechanism must be employed that permits a message to 

be verified as authentic. In this context authenticity implies not only that 

the message received was: sent by the other end of the c~nnection, but further 

that the message is the next one in the sequence of messages currently being 

transmitted. By associating with each message a tag that is then enciphered 

along with the message, the problem of message authentication can be attacked • 
. , 

Chapter three proposes a scheme for tagging messaaes that is the basis of a 

simple authentication technique for use in a full-duplex communication 

environment. 

In order to achieve the third goal, detection of denial of message 

service, request-response protocols will be ii:ttroduced t:o permit automatic, 

time-controlled monitoring: of the integrity Qf th• COQ~t;:l,on by the host. 

These protocols wili be developed in chapter four. 

The protection measures used in this the.sis to 4Chieve all three goale 

are based on e~cryption. As well l;tS masking tne uaer-level data from the 

intruder, encryption indivisibly bind$ the .data to the cQntrol info~ation 
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required to achieve the other two goals. We now shall examine some properties 
'"' .. . or:.·: 

of cryptographic systems to determine which systems are suitable for this 

application and to develop an understanding of the na_ture of the security 

provided by encryption. 

Terminology 

A cirher is ari ala.orithmic transformation per~orm~ on a symbol-by-symbol 

basis on any data. Although there are teclmical distinctions between the 

terms encipherment and encryption [KD2, Sha], the two terms will be used 

interchangeably throughout this thesis to ref~r to the applicatio.11 of ·a'ci.pb.U 

to data. a cipher. 
.·' 

The inp.ut to an encryption algorithm is referred to as cleartext while the 
}/ ,·, r~; • 

output from the algorithm is designa~ed as ci2.~$rtext. 1.'he tr ans fo rma ti on 
" ..,_ ,· ;, '. 

perform4:d on the clear text to ~nciphex: it is controll~.4 b~,a lfeY· To be of 
" . •· ~··. ' 

use in a commtmications context, there must also exist a matching decryption 
' ,. ' - ,. , .· ·: ,· .--

alsodthm that reverses the encrypqon tran:s~~rma..tion;~t;ln presented ':'1th the 

same Jey. Pisure 2-3 sho• the general form of spell a. ,.cr:yptograpflic system. 

KEY 

l 
cleartext IHCRYPTION ciphertext 

-----------> ALGORITHM ------------> 

Figure 2-3 

' 

DICtYPTION cleartext 
ALGORITHM ~---------> 

"Black Bole" K:>del of a 'trY,tograpbic 'System 
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Two major classes of encryption techniques that have been used in modern, 

non-voice telecanmunications and digital computer applications are stream and 

block encryption. The former method performs bit-by-bit transformations on 

the cleartext under the control of a stream of key bits, usually using some 

easily reversible operation, e.g., addition modulo 2. The latter method 

enciphers fixed-sized blocks of bits under the control of a key that is 

frequently the same size as, or somelihat larger than, the blocks being 

encrypted. 

I 

Stream Ciphers 

Stream ciphers have an advantage that' they ~cari operate on a stream of 

cleartext in teal time, enciphering each bit as it is generated by combining 

it with a bit from a ·11ey stream. A stream cipher in lihich the key stream 

consists of random bits as long as the combined length of all messages that 

are ever to be transmitted using this stre~, a ·vernam ·cipher, constitutes an 

' unbreakable cipher [KDl, KI>2, Sha]. In practice, the volume of communication 

traffic and the logistic difficulties associated with providing each· user wii:h 

a sufficient quantity of keys cause most str~am ciphers to utilize 

pseudo-randan bit streams, based on a fixed-length key, that have very long 

periods. 

Various techniques may be used in stream cipirers to generate the key 

stream. The source of these bits may be completely independent of the 

clear text stream, e.g., a pseudo-random number ge~rator primed with a small 

initial key or a tape that is to be used only once. With such an independent 

key stream, changes to individual bits in the ciphertext do not propagate to 
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other portions of the ciphertext stream. This is an advantage in that 

transmission errors that alter the values of bits of the ciphertext do not 

affect the ability of the receiver to correctly decipher subsequent 

transmissions. (3) This characteristic is a disadvantage in constructing 

message stream control protocols because it fails to bind together user-level 

data and control information. 

Stream ciphers can also be constructed in which the ke'Y stream is a 

ftmction of the cleartext or cipher text and uses some initial, "priming" key 

[Sha] . Ciphers employing this approach achieve interbit dependence that can 

be used to detect errors in transmitted ciphertext, as such errors interfere 

with the correct decipherment of subsequent transmissions. Transmitted 

ciphertext can also be used as input to key stream generation in 

self-synchronizing ciphers that achieve interbit dependence but resume correct 

operation following transmission errors, after some fixed number of unaffected 

bits are received [Sav]. Even with the use of self-synchronizing stream 

ciphers, an error in the received ciphertext may result in damage to multiple 

messages. 

Block Ciphers 

In contrast to stream ciphers, block ciphers transform entire blocks of 

bits under the control of a key. If the block size is..!!. bits, then the size 

of the cleartext space (the range of cleartext block values) and the size of 

the ciphertext space (the range of ciphertext block values) is 2 n. 

(3) Undetected insertion or removal of bits from the ciphertext stream results 
in a loss of deciphering ability in ciphers of this sort. 
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A block cipher maps the space of cleartext blocks into the space of 

ciphertext blocks. In order that the deciphering of a block yield an 

unambiguous cleartext block the mappings must be reversible, hence one-to-one 

and, in this case, onto, because the sizes of the spaces are equal. Thus, we 

can view a block cipher under the control of a single key as defining a 

permutation on the set of .!!,-bit blocks. "nlere are (2n)! distinct permutations 

on the set of n-bit blocks. In practice it is not feasible to implement a 

block cipher that realizes all of the possible permutations because of the 

size of the key required and the logical complexity of the cipher. In the 

block ciphers we shall discuss, only a small fraction of the permutations, 

e.g., on the order of the size of the text spaces, is used. 

For all values of..!!;.,. t'he block size, a block cipher is equivalent to the 

classical "simple substit'ution" cipher, and when n is 7 or 8 the block -
corresponds to a single character from some small alphabet and this 

equivalence becomes very apparent. "nlis system is known to be very weak, not 

because of the structure of the system, but because of the small size of the 

blocks usually used. The cipher is subject to analys~s of the frequency 

distribution of individual blocks, for comparison with the known frequency 

distribution of characters in large samples of cleartext. By increasing the 

size of the block so that n is on the order of 50 or 100, and by constructing 

the cipher so that the frequency characteristics of the components of the 

block are concealed, such frequency distribution analysis becomes infeasible 

because the size of the effective alphabet has been increased to 250 or 2
100

, 

and the resulting cryptographic system is very good. 
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The Lucifer system developed at IBM is an example of a block cipher 

scheme u'sing 128-bit blocks and equal size keys [FHl, PH2, P'NS, Smi, SNO]. 

J'.ach bit Gf ciphertext in a black gerittatri'by tb• ~ci&i a!gorith• is a 

function of eaeh bit of th& '.Jtey and each ~bit ·of 'the c1etttext · block.' A - -
difference of only OM b·it in eith•r the ·ay ar th'f! cleartelJtt reaults itt 

ct'fhe'%'text in tiihich each bit is changed w.1-tlt a1tPr0xiaiie11·e-qtlal · s'rObilbilttf: 

Conversely, a: change· in Otle b'it of etther the leyor'the ciphel':tt!Xt #111 

result in changes in 80 averase Of·· .50% ·;r,Of ''the' ' bf~li Of the dee fpbered 

eleartec.t. 

· Because of thiia aeneit1.¥!ty of the ~l' to· liodtfie•tfon, the inclusion 

of a:.! bit erro.r detection (or identification)' field 1A :·a cleartext black 

pro\rides a basis for detecting li0tli:fi-catio1fbfi 1~e- bliOck with a'•prob4tiility of 

undetected error of ll(2k). Thts 'uatrir· that'"'atly ft'ror ·ift 'a ·bl()c'Jt:·proi:tagatili 

within the block to such an' extent th:a.t :tbt ·ftt•cttbll can /'h' ·made ·'extremely 

ltkely, yet subseqUettt blocks . are unaff&cted by'·the error.) Feistel cl"•fms 

that because this i.nterbit depet!dence Within. a bl0ck is fuiictionally 

no~linear, it iS difficult to ulte' the ditpe'iii!ettce' u· an' aid in dec:tphering the 

blocks [FNS]. 

For block cipher•, aynellrofiY' of the two end•~·· the comUl'lication channel 

is. required only to the extent that eeh;ilu.t tOiad; the' aau -klry and thf!' blocks 

muet be c'4!>rrectly deli.11f:ted. tiaher-level •e8Mge streailr'syrtc·hion.tz1rtion, 

e.g.c9 correct o.r4eri:A& of J:ilocks. caa.be.accompli.ahe.d.., . .hy FO-to.col.a :that uaa 

sequence nuat>er & embed.~ed 1d. thin ·the &loclca. tt'eeynelltoni'ia tion '-t 'that· level, 
- .: '· : ~ . <·· ' ~ ;, ' 

unenciphered messages. 
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Choice ..2f .! Cipher Scheme 

An encryption a,l.gorithm used for sec13ing a qser:lc~Q.ter communication 

channel ; must c,qnceal the contents of .tran.-ii•~ and prov~e a basis for 

effectively illlpl-.n.euting various authent:f,cat:l.~n .ad s,.chronization protocols. 

seem to provide a .simpler to use b~is ,for the 'p.l°otoqols.. In o.Uer to detect 

various intruder threat&, the protocols a•-.ociAu ,w;i;th each .-sage certa1'n 

information that identifies the message as genuine. The encryption algorithm 

any attempt to tamper with the 11e~ will be ,vefl.iteted ;in, the protocol· 

information. In the event. of i,Jltrusi<>n or et;t:9J:,. cile; proio.Q~le ahould ·allow 

the. ep.cryption scbeme. These.-ecabinad ~qp.ir ... ei :appe.,.-r ·to t•dka.te that a 

block cipher similar to ~ciff!r ~~ pr:ov:14e . a. n,A~l!W J~asis for .: the 

development of the protection protoc0}J,I,,. ;.a.ince i.t. pro:vdies ~etantial 

interbit d~pendence in each. bloc.~ ~i.. ,J.iaiti,:o.g t~ . µap~t;?, of error111 to. 

single, well-defined blocks. (4) 

A block encryptio~: aJ.gorithm llas ~een. ~~ as. ~· Fed~ral · Ittformation 

Processing Standard <nPs~- by the NatiqnaJ. BW:"Nu o-f St•Jltiucis. [Bra-2; NBS]. 

This algorithm .ope.rates on 64~b1-t blocks, ~Ms a 6[t..-bit: qy" 0;) and eaplo.ys 

.'!' 

(4~,,Jhis shoul4f not pe . ~~trued as Q :-~d4•~i.9n.' -~H.t .. str.a. ctpbus, 
especially auto-synchronizing ones, cannot be uaed as the foundation for 
pi-,ato_co].s" silJ.U4f tp. the. o~~' ,pr,~n~ed. in.~ ~l},.~,1, n~~~~r,"'ploc~ ~j.pP.era 
such as Ldcifer appear to form a more natural basis for fixed-length message 
protocols of the type presented in this thesis. 

(5) Although a 64-bit key is used with the NBS algorithm,, only 56 bits of this 
key are actively used in the encryption algorithm and NBS bas recommended that 
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many of the same design principles used in the 128-bit Lucifer. If this 

algorithm is adopted as a FIPS, it will probably become a de facto industry 

standard as well. Already software is being offered that performs the 

encryption as specified by this algorithm [Bri] , and hardware implementations 

of the algorithm using a single large-scale integrated chip are being planned. 

Thus, the protection protocols and mechanisms developed in this thesis will be 

examined in the context of probable use of this encryption algorithm, although 

the protocols are not restricted to the particular block or key size 

associated with the NBS proposed standard. 

Although this cipher appears resistant to cryptanalysis, recent work by 

Diffie and Hellman [DHl] indicates that automated, exhaustive searching of the 

key space is not unreasonable for an analyst provided with adequate resources 

and small amounts of intercepted ciphertext and partial matching cleartext. 

This thesis is not concerned with the topic of cryptanalysis and assumes that 

the cipher scheme used as the foundation for the protection protocols is 

resistant to cryptanalytic attacks. In order to better understand the nature 

of the weakness note~ by Diffie and Hellman, the appendix contains a brief 

discussion of exhaustive searching of the key space in the case of the Lucifer 

and NBS ciphers. In chapter three we shall note, in some instances, how this 

characteristic of the NBS cipher might affect the protection protocols. 

Summary 

This chapter presented a model of a physically unsecured terminal-host 

connection and established goals for the protection that we shall attempt to 

the remaining eight bits act as parity bits to be utilized for error detection 
in key generation, distribution and storage [NBS]. 
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provide through the use of encryption and the protocols developed in later 

chapters. We have· examined some properties of cryptographic systems and have 

chosen a particular block cipher as the basis for the development of 

protection protocols. 'Ibis type of cipher is well suited to the application 

because of the high degree of interbit dependence it provides for each block 

and because of the independence of each block with respect to propagation of 

errors. 

A specific example of this type of cipher has been proposed as a Federal 

Information Processing Standard and, if adopted, will provide a broad basis 

for exchange of encrypted information. 'nlus, we will adopt it as the basic 

cryptographic system upon which further protection mechanisns will be 

constructed. However, the protocols presented in this thesis can be used with 

other block encryption schemes that provide suitable cryptographic protection. 



Chapter Three 

Message Stream. Authentication 

Having chosen, in chapter t-wo, Lucifer-style bloek cipli!rs as· the basia 

for implementing protection protocols, this chapter' prettellts a simple Scheme 

for authenticating ••&ages that uses t~· ptope·rtle• of ···such ciphers. This 

authentication scheme achieves the goal of detection of message stream: 

modificatiea. tllrouah independent mesaag~ &taquenc• l'lfabe·Hng" on eilch channel. 

Thia chaptcar ala:> presents a protocol, fO-t' cluihgii\g 1:eys that supports the 

me.Hage authetltieation·achiaae and that aervel as'a ba·111a 'for a time-dependeiit',' 

two-way authen.ticatioa login protocol'. The aeasqe· authenticatio'1 schne 

further serves . 88 the fou:ula'tion for ptotocol• 'that dete·ct denial. of service' 

and that resynchronize the connection £ollt>ting di•rupttbh of comunication. 

Theae last two. proto~bls are presented in chapt:er .four. 

Message Modification Threats ,!!!!!. Aut~entication 
" 

Part of the protocol informa.tion enclph•red aa· part ttf eRh message to 

verify its authenticity is a tag. (1) Although there are a variety of forma 

that this authenticator tag may assme, (2) we are ttttereated only" in designs 

(1) Although a logical unit of correspondence •uy be ilo large as to require 
several encrypted message blocks for its tran .. iasion, for aimplicity the term 
"aeaaage" Will refer to the logtcal contmte ef:o~iiftock.; ··· .· 

(2) For exaaple, ••riftcation of a mesaage •at be ~ased hOt·ari the knowledle 
of the exact bit pattern contained in the tag, but rather on the tag 
saUafyins ,.,.._ cOlllputatioaal ot >ittuctural ·· ~iiatraiu9, A.,.~g .. , it ·aay always 
contain twice as many "O" bits as "l" bits or it may be a cyclic redundancy 
check of the rest of the block contents. 

Page 28 
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that require the tag to consist of a bit pattern that must preci.sely match a 

pattern held by the receiver of the message. When used in a block enciphered 

w1 th a Lucifer-type algorithm, such cags • are c;>.ptimal with re•pec t to 

utilization of blc;>ck space in that a;!; bit t4g conveys pr~1"J.y .! bits of 

authenticatio~ information and .can be. forged by an. ~ucler with probability 

of 1/ (2k). 

It can be argued that such a tag is not necessary to the. autheaticatioo 

process, especially when an encryption .,cheJte wf.~ .. bigh degree qf in terbit 

dependence is being emplo~d, since a spurioµs usaage ~d, ,not decipher into 

meaningful cl~artext. While this argument has 801".: 1:1erit,. •eu con•ider-ing 

messages received by the user at his terDJill•l• i~ dQes not seeit that meat 

so,ftware systems exhibit a correspOildiJl.g ability to ••~ inteU.igent 

judgements as to the memiingfulneas of me~1.-.. MQreover.9 me•sages directed 

to the user may admit to a wide range of "meaningful" contents when they 

represent answers to a virgin problem or consist of random numbers. '!bus, we 

insist that au~hentication be baaed on the uae of some form of message 

tagging. 

To prevent an intruder from modifying a 1tessa1e a'ld not the tag 

associated with it, it is necessary that the tag be attached to the message in 

such a manner that modification of any part of th•. encryp~ed block is very 

likely to result in modification of the 11tss4ge tagi lhe use of a block 

cipher system of the type discuHed in chapter two, aad plac-.ei;it of the tag 

in the me~age bl9Ck achieve this desire4 ·result ef. •••••ae taa ancl •••sage 

in terd ependenc e. 
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We shall distinguish two classes of message stream modification attacks: 

attacks that involve modification of genuine message blocks or synthesis of 

new blocks, and attacks that involve modification of the message stream 

through manipulation of genuine, intact blocks. Attacks of the first type can 

be detected because of the interdependence of the authenticator tag and the 

remainder of the block as noted above. In the latter category are acts such 

as deletion of blocks, insertion of copies of old blocks, and rerouting of 

bloc ks back to their sender. We will now discuss the design of an 

authenticator tag that permits detection of such attacks. 

To detect these message stream modification attacks, we propose that each 

tag consist of a non-cycling bit pattern that is predictably recognizable by 

the receiver, logically chaining each message to its transmitted predecessor, 

and a bit identifying the origin of the message, the terminal or the host. We 

also require that if messages are removed or destroyed, examination of the tag 

on successfully received messages can be used to determine the number of 

messages so lost, for purposes of user notification, auditing, and possible 

higher level retransmission. Thus, this predictable sequence of patterns used 

in the tags must be capable of being mapped analytically into a strictly 

monotonic sequence that is dense in the integers. (3) Using this scheme, the 

receiver of a message is expecting a particular tag and any other tag will 

result in rejection of the message as spurious. Tags of this sort can be used 

(3) Here we mean "analytically" in the sense that a 
should be able to compute the value of the tag that 
message in the sequence using only his knowledge of the 
value of the first tag. 

receiver of messages 
will appear in the ith 
tagging scheme and the 
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to perform the task of message authentication in conj unction with message 

sequencing and origin identification. 

In the original Lucifer implementation, designed for use on half-duplex 

connections, Fe istel proposed the use of message authentication tags [FHl, 

FNS]. The tag consists of bits from fixed positions in the last ciphertext 

block received, or from the last block trananitted if this is the first 

message in an incoming group, and thus was predictable by the receiver. 

Because half-duplex connections do not allow simultaneous tran811lission in both 

directions, this scheme can use this simple form of message chaining to 

authenticate message traffic in both directions. Since the tag bits used for 

chained authentication are a function of the contents of each previous message 

block, Feistel has argued that there is little chance of repetition, although 

there is no guarantee of this. Moreover, there is no apparent means for a 

receiver to ascertain the number of messages lost, should a message arrive out 

of· sequence. 

In light of the requirements set forth above for a tag design that 

enforces strict message sequencing and lost message acco\llltability, it appears 

that consecutive numbering of messages, starting from zero, tran811litted on 

each of the channels provides the simplest acceptable form of tag sequencing. 

(4) In order to fulfill the requirement of tag uniqueness (non-cycling tag 

sequence), the tag must be large enough to not "wrap around" during the 

lifetime of the key. 

(4) The inclusio11 of the counter assures that each ci-pheriext 
different, even if the. same text: is tran811li-tte4:1ilultiple times. In 
llbere the. blocks are used to traaaa.:Lt in.clivti•l ·c.bal'aet•t'11-, thia 
prevetits~ the cipher from becoming a weak substitution: c1:pher 
characters. 

block is 
situations 
tag deaigl'l 
Ott •ittgle 



Each end of the connection maintains two counters, one. referring to the 

number of messages 

keeping track of .the uum.Oer of ....ages race~. , ··-'l'tte-·t·retl ... iffion counter 

for a channel is used as the source of the .,quence number portion of the tag 

for messages transmitted on that channel. (5) Thesi' c<>Wtei-8' mti8t'hever cycle 

during the lifetime of the key and efforts should be 11lade to insure that 

different connections have little chance of using the s~me key. 
· . ·. , ·· · .· l ·-~ r: · >. 

This tag design provides sure detection of any attempt to modify message 

tHffic th~o.ugh rerouti-itg, riletder:l.4g· or· d'Uedon'. of 'gentd.ne me
4

aeages ort this 

conaec·Uon. The derigtt -provUltt · probabilillt'ic d'etectiort' ''of rtt'ly a:tteiiipi: by · A:n 

intruder to either aynttheain a ....... bl'oc'k titfi ~it acceptable tag' or to 

modify the-Content&· Of a···genutne me't-.ge; ;b10tt~' Wlittbut ''lffecti.nl" the: tag. 

U.ing the- bleifer or ns . algdritha, tlte probability of erroneoiis 

authentication of • a4tahge aodifted·tn' thli' faahtim'!W1iio treater than ~rez•) 

if a It· bit tag is 'e•ploye!d. (6) Figute; ~r<i.11U.ttatea· thl!I type 6f. t4~.;: 

architecture. (The type . field indfeated,;' ii; u•ed •cto "d1.attngu:i8h .•control 

meuagea aseodiatad w:tch the protection. pr6tb~6ls aevetbped tater.) 

' ~. ( 

' • • ~ \ < • 

(J~, Thia CQ1Jllter,. arugaeltt aay. aleo--bi'·vnill!ct ·····,_;aiio<!Utrtifl r tWo ·cotmters 
with each channel, recording the number of meaaages transmitted and received 
on that channel. 'Ibis use of couu.tera corresponds to the ·concept of 
eventcO\Jll_ts -~-8 d.e~g_~i}>~ by .h~~La.od .KaD.wU.a. .. U....LllJ._ -· ·---

(6) U the11e t•·aay pr.eU.etaWlity to - the contwrit:t: of,- die -measa.es, ,'the 
PT.ol;Jaailtu1 of, etlt"one8'ae aut'tlftfiea:~i&t -.. ,,,, ""tW ~r ·ts nett 16Wr is 'the 
int-ruder :~not- sy&t-ala'Cic411y fo:Yce '*lleafllg~1" t·•~"'levi:! .,etnRt(e · cO'uteil'ts' 
efithel'. : · · '· ... : :••N ::~ · • .-y· , .... '·," · · • · · .·,:· ·· 

- /f" - ' • 
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origin transmission 11e.~saae. , .~-.&e. aped.li.c 
bit counter type data 

I I 
authenticator tag 

Figure 3-1 

Generic Format of Message Blocks 

A characteristic of both this tag sc~ and the original Lucifer 

authentication technique :Ls that they provide an intrude~ wi.th the cleartext 

of a portion of each !leseage block: the tag.. We aJ.l~d tq tb.e nature of the 

problem in chapter two aml the appendix :pro:vJ.4es a mote, detailed diecussion of 

the subject. From tpe key. searching 41s~ussioa in the ~ppendix, it is 

apparent that this knowledge alone is adequate iot •. il\truder to determine 

the key that is being used by attempting to decipher several intercepted 

blocks under a single key and checking for a mate}\ on the, t•I field of all of 

the blocks. In the Cll&C! of relatively 91Rall key spaces, . like the NBS 

algorithm's 56-bit effective key, this may constitute a significant threat to 

the security of the system. 

Although attempts could be made to overcome this problem in the tag 

scheme imposed above by concealing the tag, this is probably not worthwhile. 

(7) In fact, int~r~ctive user-f.Qlllputet dial~ga tend ~:.oontain taany messages 

(7) The tag could be enciphered under. a separat;• 1-y ·uiag a l>lock size equal 
to· the ta,g size ~nd .tb.en. iµaerted in the ........... bi,gq.,~ and enoiphe~ed along 
with the mess~e.<lat, •. , If the tag .J;>it;,,,..,re .,llil 01JlY :pcn:,t:f;cita' of th.e block 
known to the intruder, this would substantially increase the work involve4 to 
break the key. 
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that are very predictable by a sophisticated intruder, e.g., stylized login 

and error response messages from the host. Because these messages contain 

adequate amounts of known information for an intruder to use in a key space 

search it appears that efforts to conceal the tag portion of a message for 

this reason are not fruitful. Rather, a cipher should be used for which 

exhaustive key searching is an impractical cryptanalytic technique. 

Key Distribution Protocols 

Because the tag value described above must never cycle, the tag must be 

large enough to uniquely identify the maximum number of messages that are to 

be transmitted over either of the channels during the lifetime of the key. 

Rather than having the size of the tag determined by the expected maximum 

message traffic volume on one of the channels over some extended time 

interval, e.g., a month, a year or the lifetime of the host system, it seems 

appropriate that the primary factors in determining the size of the tag should 

be the probabilistic degree of protection desired for the channel and the 

portion of the block capacity devoted to the tag. This motivates the concept 

of changing keys as a means of controlling the size of a tag. 

If keys are randomly generated bit strings, then messages enciphered 

under one key effectively represent random bit strings when deciphered under a 

different key. Thus, messages· enciphered under the control of a key different 

from the one currently in use on a connection pose no more of a threat than 

messages synthesized by an intruder using randomly generated bits. Moreover, 

if there is no easy W'iy to use knowledge of a previous key to discover a key 

currently in use, or ~ versa, the changing of keys establishes a "firewall" 
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around the ·data transmitted , under each separate key. Ulus, there is 

additional impetus to limit the lifetime of a key in order to minimize the 

volume of message traffic that would be compromised in the event a key is 

discovered. 

If the key lifetime extends over more than one login session, then it is 

also necessary to be able to restore the counters used by both the terminal 

and the host so that the message tagging can resume ft.OJ*. :the.. p()int llhere it , 

was terminated. (8) It is undesirable to require both ends of the connection 

to retain the values of the counters from the last login session for each user 

or to have the host retain these values and transmit them to the terminal in 

cleartext as part of an initialization procedure. These approaches are 
1 

undesirable primarily because interactive sessions do not always terminate in 

an orderly fashion, due to communication equipment or host failures. Even 

l!oilen sessions do terminate in an orderly fashion, a system crash at the host 

could result in the loss of the counter values and thus prevent or compromise 

subsequent logins. Thus, it would be especially convenient if a key lifetime 

were no longer than one interactive session, so that the problem of assigning 

the correct values to the message counters could be eliminated. If a 

different key were used for each login session, then the message counters 

could be set to zero at the beginning of each session. 

Unfortunately, despite the advantages noted above. there are logistical 

difficulties associated with frequent key changes. A new key must be 

(8) If the counter values are not restored properly at the beginning of each 
terminal session, but rather se.t to, some. fix~ ia-1.tj.•l' value or some V'alue 
that may already have been used in previous message exchanges, then messages 
recorded from earlier sessions could be inserted into the connection by an 
intruder and would be erroneously authenticated by the protection modules. 
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distributed to the user via some secure chantJel •. e.g., Jtgistered mail or 

bonded courier. One convenient medium. ~hat h~s b~tm . proposed . tor user . key 

recording is 111agnetic stripped plast:ic c~ds. [S111il.! c.~~ngiqg keys by issuing 
' .. 

new cards or recalling and changitlg old .cards entail.' su'bata~~ial time "nd 

cost, making changing keys for each ter111inal .se•si~ 1-P.t;,~ti~al. 'lbis points 

to the need for transmitting a nev key over the ,t,er1'ina1,..~st ~onnection. The 

new key wuld have to be enciphered using some key al~eady held by both eo.ds 

of the connection. There are two basic ~ppro·~~s that ••Y be used to 

transmit new keys: chained key changes and tti«>-1.evel key distributi.on 

systems. 

With the chained key approach, a new k~y is enciphered .under the l~st key 

that was issued and replaces that old key fo.r all communication until another 

key change occurs. 'Ibis forms a chain of key c:;h.ang~s and, if an btruder 

discovers one key in the chain, he can easily. decipher all messages 

subsequently trananitted as he can follow the chain of ~y _changes~· (9) 

Using this chained key technique, if this new key lliere recorded in place 

of the old one on the magnetic stripped card, then a loss of this new key by 

the host in a crash would preclude further enciphered communication until a 

new key could be issued via some channel external to the s.ystem. The 

likelihood of key loss by the host is enhanced ~Y the f•,ct th~t the ~Y held 

by it is changift.g ft"equen1:ly, so that backup media may not · have the most 

(9) Given the exhaustive' key searching techniques froia tl\~· ·appendix, it is 
also poe11:lble for an intrud~r to work bac)anlrd'a through the ~y'chan,~a, '18ing 
the identity of the discovered key aa knotlh d•ta enciflhered· Urid~'r the previous 
key, to di.acloa the contents of all.:liiterce]»ted tilt~tac'uve s&ssious .• · ~.is 
possibility is not a new vulnerability· sine~· df:tring: dy . key lifetime . ~hfre 
will be enough information available to an 1ntt'1-4ef in t~e form of prediCtable 
meesage authenticators to break each key by exh~ustive sea,;-c;hanyw.y. 

'·" ' < 
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recent copy. Also' the recording of' a new key on the user card at the 

terminal requires ·the introduction of equipment capabi~' of reading ,!.!!!! writing 

on the magnetic stripped cards, increasing the cost and complexity of the 

terminal modules iind making them more prone '·to failure.' 

Using a two-level key distribution system, each new key is transaiitted 

enciphered under a distinguished key used only for issuing new keys' thus 

preventing an intruder from working forward. through ·the key changes. (10) 

Some protocol must be established to allow both ends of the co,~ection to know 

lilen to use the distinguished key to decipher a new key. 
- ·A •. ~ 

'lbfs protocol may be 

implicit, e.g., by issuing a new ltey only at the beginning of an interactive 

session, or it may .require tranllllitting a message, enciphered under the key 
>"; 

currently in use, indicating that the next message will be a new key 

enciphered under the distinguiShed key. 

In order to avoid the difficulties associated with a simple, chained, key 

change proto6ol, a two-level key distribution system will be used at the 

beginning of each login session, and a chained key change approach will be 

(10) Here, too, an intruder using exhau8tive searching could work backwards 
through the protocol us.ed to iss\1.$ n~w, ~).'•,, ~tt~c ~pii.e,fµig .9ne1 .l<ey,: ~d 
discover the dUtinguished key. If he could discover this distinguished key, 
an . intruder could . theµ e~silf _deciphe;: , ea,c,p , -~ti~~ pd 4Leclojie ~he 
contents of all conversations, or impersonate the u8er in· future interactions. 
'lbe basic protection against this threat must come from a key space large 
enough to preclude· esha~ive· searching. wtunr·nm-W"al'! a uy·apa·c:e ·18 the 
problem, as is the c~se w,i,.~ the NBs~c~h'~~'- ~"'·Ulf.¥tJ1:-f;!9f ~~~a,, prot,e~ion. 
for the ~,1.~tinguished ,1 ~Y .• can.Jt~ op~J~.~ P1 ~-a. sp~cul t>fOtocol b>r. 
initial la!i loadins •. Siqgle blocq ~t,b nQ~ a~~~Pr:1't~r,,rlJ.4tio•. iza u,e 
used fo tranmlt «l ·_ $~r.tes of, .~Pt~f11l-~at:-. ff.P:~h.J .. CMm•r:.•: under the 
previous key~ 'lbis protocol inc.rease_s tl.le, .· ~~~,. f~f'd. to. cHscwer ;glJ.e 
dis~inguished key linearly with the nu1Jb_.~\:C?t; ~eg+").a~'8·: )l;ey•-,: ..,Jet it is 
used· only at the beginnins of the· ses$io11, .~ .. ~~~t ~IJ•: :impact .on . chanJM!l 
utiliza tiofi is minima1. · · · 
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used dur:ing the session. (11) The distinguished key held by the user and the 

system on a long term basis will be designated as the primary key. It will be 

used only to issue a new secondary key at the beginning of each login session. 

The secondary key will be used for the encryption of regular message traffic. 

A secondary key also can be transmitted under the control of a previously 

transmitted secondary key, thus allowing use of multiple, chained secondary 

keys during a single interactive session. 

The primary key for a user will be recorded on his magnetic stripped card 

and will be retained by the host in much the same way a password is retained 

by many systems. The protocol for changing from the primary key to a 

secondary key, and for later secondary-to-secondary chained key changes, 

requires the host to transmit the secondary key in a pair of enciphered 

messages, each containing half of the new key. (12) After the terminal 

receives a secondary key, it changes to the new key, resets the message 

counters, and sends a message to the host confirming receipt of the new key. 

The host has changed over to the new key and reset its counters after sending 

the new key messages, so it is ready to receive this confirmatory response. 

The key change messages have the same general format as other messages, 

including an authenticator tag. In the case of a chained change from one 

secondary key to another, the tag need not be based on current counter values, 

but can be a static, known value, e.g., "O", as such key changes occur only 

(11) An example of the use of both types of key change protocols in the same 
system is provided by the protocols used with the IBM 3612 consumer 
transaction facility [IBM2]. 

(12) If the key is approximately the same size as a message block, as is the 
case for Lucifer and the NBS cipher, then the key will not fit in one block 
because of the inclusion of an authenticator tag and message type information. 
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once during any secondary key lifetime. By employing the convention that the 

message in a key change protocol can be authenticated regardless of message 

co\lllter values, secondary key changing can be utilized in error recovery 

procedures, when message counter synchrony is lost. This use of key change 

protocols will be explored further in chapter four. (13) 

In the case of the primary to secondary key change associated with the 

start of a terminal session, extra authentication measures are required, as a 

single primary key is used to encipher the initial secondary keys for multiple 

sessions. The t.ag that authenticates these primary to secondary key 

changeover messages has the logical requirement to present a unique, 

predictable patter for each login attempted during the life of the primary 

key. Without such use dependent authentication, an intruder could masquerade 

to a user as the host by playing back the initial key change messages recorded 

during an earlier session. The login authentication protocol described in the 

next section meets this requirement without reintroducing the need for users 

to provide a different authenticator for each login. With this login 

protocol, key change messages still use fixed tags, and a regular data message 

bearing the date and time provides the unique, predictable pattern. 

(13) When key changes are used in situations that are full-duplex, as with 
chained secondary keys.. . some· fonn of s1ncQJ:qp.b-~ioq. IJlu&t be employed to 
co-ordinate the key change on both channels so that no outstanding messages 
are deciphered tmder the wrong key. Co-ordination can be achieved by having 
the terminal respond With 4 ttistinguished ni"esiige wen it has received a 
message indicati~ that a . key . change :J,.s about to take. pl•ee• ·· S\lch ;a 
distinguished menage.. which sb.c;>.~ld be authentiQat•ble U.dependelltly of 
message counter context and is issued only once 1Gwler any ·key .. pr4'ides a 
reference point for the key change by the host. Through the use of this kind 
of .protocol, and by nao~J,..tori.Q.g the v.+J.ae• ,of 1;1\e •. -.eaa.aa~ counters :tn use at 
the host to detect impeudtng counter Wl::'&pa~d.: · it. is ,. possible to 
automatically change se.conda.i-y keys ao th.a.~ ; ... aecoa.dar.y key lifeti1le cCt be. 
adjusted to the size of the t.ag and the message traffic volume on the channel. 
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Login Protocol 

Commonly used protocols for logging into a host are designed to effect a 

time-independent, one-way authentication. (14) Only the identity claim of the 

user is verified by the host by requesting a secret password (or other 

personal identification) known only to the user. Below is a two-way 

authentication scheme based on encryption techniques and the protocols 

proposed in this chapter. It is a variant of schemes discussed by Feistel 

[FHl] and by Saltzer and Schroeder [SSl]. nie login protocol is presented 

from the view of a user accessing a host computer with no mention of an 

intermediate connection through a network access device. Use of this protocol 

in a network context is discussed in the next section. This protocol takes 

advantage of the key distribution protocol described above to reduce the 

amount of lWOrk performed by the user. 

1. The user enables his terminal and establishes a connection to the 
host. 

2. The host responds in cleartext confirming the connection by sending 
the host name. ' 

3. The user transmits in cleartext his login identifier, then he inserts 
his magnetic stripped plastic card containing his (primary) key and 
enables the encryption module. 

4. The host locates the user's primary key using the login identifier 
presented in cleartext. A new (secondary) key to be used during this 
session is created and transmitted using the standard key change protocol 
described in the previous section. 

(14) Such an authentication procedure permits an intruder to masquerade as the 
host because it fails to require proof of identity from the host. Even if 
encryption is employed, the user could be confused or tricked by an intruder 
playing back recordings of previous logins because of the lack of time 
dependence in the login protocol. 
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5. The terminal deciphers the key change messages and loads t:his initial 
secondary key as the host also switches to this new key. The terminal 
then tra~anits a m~88--~ cotiUrmin' ~Y t;,,c:e~pt.,, J't>,t ho1~, ~po1Lreceipt 
of the confirmation' is 'ready to engajif in aecure cOmiadnication with the 
user. All communicat~on from. this point on .will,~~ ~arri«td out ue::Lng the 
new key. 

6. In order to demonstrate the time integrity of the connection to the 
user, the host now tran~its,the Ctq"rf;!~t lilA~' ancJ t:f,Jae, in. ,,J;:iphet:~xt, 
under the new key. , 1.'he host has already been assured 'of die 'ume 
integrity of the connec;:~ion beca~' of th~ ,,,~rJ;~c;i; , rec~!pt o~ the 
confirmation of key change message sent by the terminal under the new 
key. 

7. The, terminal modul,e deciphers the 4¥t~ ~d time mess~ge under control 
of the new key a.id diilplays it on t:he teraiiial, permitting the, user to 
judge th,e identity claim of the host aQ,,4 tbe ., ttme f.nt;egj:i,ty. pf the 
connection. · · · · 

This login protocol prevents an intruder from 'n spo'ofing"' either the user 

or the host through the use of old recorded login sessions. Although a 

conventional password authentication procedure can be followed after 

completion of the protocol, it is not necessary if possession of the prinlary 

key is accepted as an identifyiJ;ig ~i.ckat-:, Ho~ ~~:;.~ uaa of a different 

secondary key for each session carries an implicit form of verification of the 

time integrity of the connection from the host's viewpo,int, thus tiler~ i,s no 

need for the user to respond w1 th the time aq,d d,te,.,,11l4,asage .,;ls part .~f the 

login sequence. 

Key Distribution ~ Networks 

The terminal-host connection model presented in chapter two is a very 

general, one, applicable to situations in which a host is accessed from 

dedicated or switched te],epbone lines or in . ,;eneral network .enviroaaents. 

Below, we examine a E!Cheme for al,Jthenticati9n ~ ~1 dia~rib\,lti.on dae:t&ned 

for a specific network enviromnent, and w, se-e h,ow ,the log.in and Jce_y 
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distribution protocols developed in this thesis can be used in such an 

environment. 

Branstad has proposed a scheme for initiation of secure network 

commtmication [Bra] • In that scheme, user terminals and host sites on the 

network each hold keys that are used for identification and for secure 

distribution of working (secondary) keys. The Network Access Controller 

(NAC), a special host computer located in a network security center, acts as a 

verifier of user (and terminal) identity and as an intermediary in the 

distribution of the keys. The NAC holds the distinguished keys of all users 

(and terminals) and host sites, and generates and distributes the working keys 

used for user/host commtmication. 

The key distribution protocol used by Branstad does away with the 

requirement that each host hold the primary keys of all possible users; rather 

the NAC acts as a repository for all permanent keys. 'ntis has an advantage in 

that the compromise of a single host does not result in the compromise of the 

primary keys of all users who ever use that host. Similarly, it avoids the 

need for a user to isolate his primary key from this danger by using a 

distinct primary key for each host with which he communicates. (15) 

(15) Diffie and Hellman have suggested a modification of this scheme in which 
three controllers are used and each distributes a working key to the user and 
the intended host [DH2]. 'nle controllers are addressed with different 
permanent keys by both the terminal and the host, and the working keys 
returned by the controllers are combined using an exclusive-or operation to 
form the final working key. The scheme has the advantage that the compromise 
of a single security controller does not result in disclosure of the final 
working key used by the terminal-host pair. It does entail the possession of 
two additional keys by the user, but this does not seem to be a major drawback 
as long as all three keys can be contained on a single magnetic stripped card. 
It also requires that all three controllers be operational or that a protocol 
be used to handle the case "*1en one or more controllers are down. 
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Although the key change and login authentication protocols proposed in 

this chapter do not assume the existence of network access controllers, it is 

possible to use these protocols in conj unction with such controllers by 

allowing the controllers to pose as a host to the terminal and as a terminal 

to the host. Once the login authentication protocol has been carried out in 

this fashion between the terminal and the controller and between the 

controller and the host, the controller need only switch the connection so 

that the controller is no longer part of the connection between the terminal 

and the host. (16) Of course a different key would be used if one were to 

communicate with a host directly as opposed to going through the controller, 

for in the latter case the host uses its own lcey to establish the connection 

to the controller rather tthan employing the user's key. "nle important point 

here is that the protection protocols need not be different for these two 

different modes of host access, although the keys supplied to the protection 

modules may differ. 

The authenticator tag design proposed in this chapter, consisting of a 

flag identifying the channel on which the message is _to. be transmitted and a 

counter of the number of .mes$1ges transmitted on .. this channel, prtnidea a 

siulple means o.f detecting a wide t;&ge .of message streaa modificati'Oll tb.reats. 

;,'' 

(16) By chaining subs.equent aecondary ·key i88Wmoes. ·rather: "that •ing che 
~1.mary key ·for a two-level hey clwng~ •. the ~Y :ehaage prcttocol· deacribed in 
this chapter .ls usable in network envilioment11 .-•• •nviatoned, by: Br•ata<t~·. · In 
such enviromaents it. is 4-·por-tant that key.changes occurnta.g aft.er the li>gin 
can take place without intervention en- the. pu:t .of the netwoDk ae-cesa 
controller. 
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'nle key change protocol described above permits the use of an authenticator 

tag that can. be, of moderate s~~~ 'Jal it need o"-lJ j,e:.. large eno'Jlh to uniquely 

identify messages over the lifetime of one secondary key, an interval that is 

never longer ,. th1m one tet"minal sesaioJi,;, aud to pro\':ide ~ &pacified 

probabil;l.et;l.c. level of pro.tection ~ai.Q.,at err~~9us .. , a.µtJ;ienticatiotk. o,f 

spuriou.fly,1enerated messages, 

for elf tended t~4! per,iods . .without 84Pfi~ic:Lng .~c,y.ri~J, by,., -.plqyiq: ·a , kay 

change protocol and by using a sec:qnd~J,)tey,. fqr .. th~ ~µlk of intera~-=-ive 

session message traffic. 'nlis key change protocol is cc:xapa tible with key 

distribution scheme proposed by Branstad -i~·iftF:.(,y Dtfti:e'·an:d Bell.man ·toi·'rn!t:WOrk 

,.ccesl;J, CQ11troi1.,r enviroQlll,~ta.. °"'er tb,e _t1f•t1-rff. of any on!! 8!c<;on<lary key, 

.\~Y ,mete•ge. tQat i~ reC:<?.r~~ ~Y ~ in~r.wler --~ ,~o,tec~d ia.t.e> ,a chap.nel qut of 

o.;:4er c~ _b~ .. ~sitiv~ly detected,. 'i:tl~ r~~al of .~a.e .or 1'0~4l meas~ f.~Olll a 

chanqel by an intru<:lcn can .b.e pos:l,thely det;ec ad •• so,9,11 _,as .any succ;eedip.g 
\ . ' . . . - ' ~;; 

basis for evading the 
-.,:, 

~ynthesized by the _intrude:r:. fr,OJlt. ~and~ly .fe\\4!~41;4.d bite.,. 

Finally,_ t'1e log:(.G a~t.h•U~atton Pl'.O.~oc,ql , P,r~aen~d in t\lis -c:.~apter 

pr~ide.s ,~ mean• of . initialid114 ·.the ,<;~~.t~oll. ,tQ .,a .. p~c,~r._ •ta~ .wt,,h :a 

minimWt 9f .Q&er effort. 
··:;' • < ·, ·-:," 



Chapter Four 

Det:ection of Denial of Service and Resynchronization 

In chapter three we adopted a tag design arid protocols for authenticating 

messages in order to achieve the goal of detection of message stream 

modification. This chapter discusses protocols baa~d, Oil request-response 

messages and timeouts to detect denial of illeilsil~e service effected by 

connection blockage, and presents methods to reaynchtonize the message 

counters at both enda of the connectiorl. · 

Detection .2! Denial .2! Mesea1e Service 

As noted earlier, in otir model of the term.irtal:;..hoat connection it is not 

possible to prevent an intruder from denying oss«ge aervie"e. Denial of 

message service can refer to a wide spectrtll of intruder llttacks, from 

canplete disruption or blockage ·of the connection to the reme>Vai or 

modification of a single message. The authen ttcation protoc:ote presented in 

chapter three alreadj provide a ~eans of detecting d~nial of m~ssage service 

that, occurs as a result of message stream: m:OdificadO'u. ·: The receipt 
1: 

an 

unauthenticatable message can indicate removal or ~edification by an intruder 

of intervening 111eHages on a chartnel. tf an intruder entirely blocks meBBage 

flow on one or both channels, however, the protocols of 'chapter three provide 

no help in detecting the disruption. In this section we develop a 

request-response protocol that can be used to verify connection integrity to 

Page 45 
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the end that initiates the request. The protocol will also be used in 

resynchronization procedures discussed later in this chapter. 

The request-response protocol involves the exchange of a pair of 

messages. The message issued to initiate this exchange will be designated as 

a request for status message. A message issued in response will be termed a 

status message. (A status message is also issued by the terminal to inform 

the host of successful completion of a key change as discussed in chapter 

three). Under normal operating conditions, both of these message types are 

authenticated in the same fashion as regular data messages. Associated with 

the transmission of a request for status message is a timeout. If a status 

message is not returned within the specified time interval, the requestor of 

the request considers denial of service to have occurred. 

The use of a request-response protocol by the host and the terminal 

differs. In the case of the host, automatic generation of a request for 

status message at fixed intervals is required because the host has no means of 

predicting the arrival rate of messages from the terminal. The absence of 

messages from the user neither confirms or denies channel blockage. Thus, a 

timer in the host will initiate such requests at a rate dictated by user 

specifications. The timeout period for awaiting a response is adjusted 

according to communication channel delays. (1) 

Compared to the host, the user is in a better position to detect a denial 

threat as evidenced by a lack of response to his commands. A user can check 

(1) During the periodic connection integrity check, transmission is not 
suspended by the host after a request for status message is sent. This 
contrasts with the use of the request-response protocol for resynchronization 
as discussed in the next section, where transmission is suspended ~ile 
awaiting the responding status message. 
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the status of the connection by manually issuing a request for status message, 
•:",' 

and being informed of the receipt of a confirming status message. By having 

the user initiate the request and judge when the response is overdue, we avoid 

the need to include a timer in the terminal protection module with the 

attendant increase in cost and complexity. Below we shall see that 

transmission of a request for status Ulessage by the terminal module will cause 

the message counters for the connection to become synchronized, thus this 

method of allowing a user to initiate a check of the integrity of the 

connection also provides the user with a means for manually resynchronizing 

the.connection. 

Resynchronization 

Message tags and the request-response protocol provide the means. to 

detect denial of message service. We now consider connection 

resynchronization following such a disruption. Since we have noted earlier 

that denial of message service cannot be prevented within the context of our 

model, it is reasonable to ask why any attempt at resynchronization should be 
! t 

made, as such action appears to be no more than an attempt at prevention. One 

justification is that if an intruder is disrupting the connection, then 

automatic resynchronization forces the intruder to continue his attack in 

order to continue the disruption, possibly making easier the task of locating. 

the source of the disruption. 

Another reason , for attempting resynchronization that connection . 

disruption. may be the re.ault of a cOllDlunication ayst1!Dl failure not induced by 
r~ ·. 

an intruder. Although the encryption contro-l maduiles are eavisiOtMd a8 not 
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assuming primary responsibility for recovery from tran811lission errors and 

similar low level communication system errors (see chapter six), it is still 

prudent to provide for resynchronization measures to be used in response to 

such errors. By .. providing mechanisms for rea}!'chroniza ti on ,1 _ t?e ~~bte c tion 

system becomes more robust in the face of some types of failures by lower 

level COllUllUllic:ation system COlllpo.nen'tS and permits dte U8e of the protection 

system in enviroments that provide va-rying .levels of error recovery. In 

particular, communication systems may implicitly· assume that tll.e user can 

manually resynchronize the connection if l~ level mechaniams fail. 'lbe use 

of encryption and the authentication protooolfJ .. ,deec.1.be.d in, this thesis 

precludes such manual resynchronization by the user, thus some automatic 

resynchroniMtion protocol is required. 

We will enhance the request-response meesages described in the last· 

section to allow their use for resynchronization as well. Both the request 

for status and status messages will now contain, as data, the reception 

counter at the end of the connection that tranllllits them, in addition to the 

transmission cmmter that is included in the authenticator tag. Figure 4-1 

illustrates this message forinat (2) and labels the two channels and the 

message counters for use in the discussion that follows. 

(2) l'b.e origin bit in the tag is omitted from the ftguce.< ad· the _dieeueion 
that follows for clarity. 
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Requestor Responder 
tag type data 

CS} ------->1. Tl I· RFS I R2 1-------->. ~ 
CHANNEL 1 

~ <-------] I }<-... ----- ~ T2 STA Rl 

CHANN'BL 2 

Figure 4-1 

Model of Request-Response Resynchronization 

We designate the sender of the request for status message as the 

requestor and the other end of the connection the responder. Referring to 

figure 4-1, the channel from the requestor to the responder :f,s channel 1 and 

the other is channel 2. The requestor maintains the transmission counter for 

1 (Tl) and the reception counter for 2 (R2) while the responder maintains the 

transmission counter for 2 (T2) and the reception counter for l (RI). The 

actions of the requestor and responder described below are independent of both 

the identity of the requestor, either the host or the terminal, and of the 

circ'tlmstances that precipitated the invocation of the protocol, either a 

channel integrity check or a resynchronization attempt. 

The requestor prepares the request for status message with the value of 

Tl as the authenticator tag and the value of R2 in the data part. Tl is 

incremented and the message is transmitted. 

The responder, upon receipt of a request message the tag of which matches 

Rl, increments Rl and sets T2 to the maximum of T2 and R2 (from the request 
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message) • He prepares a responding status message with the value of T2 as the 

tag and with Rl in the data portion. T2 is incremented and the message is 

transmitted. 

The requestor accepts as valid any status message the tag of which 

matches R2 or the data portion of which matches Tl. (The reason for the 

alternate authentication possibility is described below.) Upon receipt of 

such a message, R2 is set to one greater than the maximum of R2 and T2 (from 

the status message). We will now examine how the request-response protocol, 

as amended, performs to correct various connection disruptions. 

First we note that if no messages have been removed from either channel, 

the adjustment of T2 will not change its value and the adjustment of R2 will 

be the same as if any regular message had been received. Thus, if the 

protocol is invoked as part of a connection integrity check or in response to 

the receipt of an tmauthenticatable message, and the cotmters are not actually 

unsynchronized, (3) the request-response exchange will occur with no ill 

effects. 

Now we examine the request-response protocol accomplishes 

resynchronization under circumstances when synchrony has been lost. We first 

consider the case of message stream modification on one channel, which is 

noticed by the requestor receiving an unauthenticatable message (on channel 

2). In the unlikely case that T2 is lower than R2, which requires a previous 

erroneous authentication of one or more messages injected by an intruder or a 

module malftmction, then T2 should be incremented to match R2. This is 

(3) Receipt of an tmaQthenticatable message resulting from injection of a 
message on a channel by an intruder does not affect counter synchrony. 
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accomplished by the request-response protocol since the the request for status 

transmitted by the requestor contains the value of R2. 'ftte responder will 

increment T2 to match R2 and send a respon11e that will be authenticated based 
~: - .. -· ) .-.H:, 

on the corrected value of T2. '11le discrepancy in counter values is logged by 
.. ~ .. 

the responder after receiving the request message with R2 in it. 

If an unauthenticatable message is received on channel 2 because one or 
1: 

more messages have been modified or removed from that channel, then R2 will be 

smaller than T2 and should be adjusted upward to agree with T2. T2 should not 

be decremented to agree with R2 as that would permit the retran•ission of old 
, -' ~-.:.;, .~'. : I 

messages by the intruder, until as many old messages were sent by him as had 

been removed. (4) The responder must inform the requestor of the value of T2, 

but he cannot send a me•aaae that will be authenticated by a tag that matches 

R2 without reusing a tag. This is where the alternate authentication 

procedure for status message is employed, allowing the requestor to accept the 

response and increment R2 to match T2. 

For the alternate authentication procedure to work properly, it is 
{',. 

necessary that the requestor suspend tranSlllission pending receipt of the 

status message. Otherwise, Tl will not match the Rl value that was 

transmitted in the status message. (5) This is not an unreasonable 

restriction on the requestor as failure to receive a prompt response to the 

(4) Such intruder retransmission could interfere with valid user-host 
cQlamunication . as it . ••ll 11.Gt De p,fac•t:ca.l ! "~ : ~-~~•icatd.On,•yac!•, 
especially at the terminal, to retain old 11lU&f18es for retranSlllission and new 
massages that 111ight be tran•itted under already used mu.sage tags may be 
different .from the removed messages. 

(~) If add.!tional b~ iaesM&~a ~r.~ rec~v,'4 by ~~. rt9'i#~r. t~Y. ar-e lQ8ed 
but no more ,re<l'L8•t . fQ,r ~~~-- ; ~'I~• ,c_!MEI . 1t:gnad.tte4, . eo as ~--.'to 
interfere With the alternate authentication procedure. 
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.request message is indicative of more serious probl••· Upon receipt of the 
,,•Ji 

teaponae, the· number of messages removed or destroyed is logged by noting the 
.,, 

difference between the tag and 12. 
" ' ' '' 

'lbe reayncbronization scenarios deacribed above pr4u1uae that aynchrony 

has been lost on only one of the two channels and that no active denial of 
J l·. '· ')q• ,· '.' 

service via aessage blocking or meaeage aoclification ia occurring on either 
·-::; : of: · 

. ' 
channel. If s~chrony is lost on both channels before the · resynchronization 

" «· .I _.., ~ '. 
~ ~ • : <l-· .. ' 

procedure is caaplete, or if 11esaages are being bloclmd or modified on either 

channel, then the procedure will not succeed, leaving the requeator(s) of the 
l ) - , . - ) '"$" ,: .' • «~> 

request-response protocol 11Biting for an authenticatable status message. this 

situation Will be detected by the automatic timeout for the status message in 

the case of a host initiated resynchronization. In the case of a uaer· or 

terminal initiated resynchronization via the requeat-reaponae protocol, the 

next automatic integrity check from the host · Will detect the failure to 

resynchronize • 

Once the host becomes aware of the . probl• a eeco~ level of recover1 
> ~ h:ii ~ "! 

strategy is emplo,.ad. A new key Will be iaaued by the host and 11essage 
, r ~-. 

traffic Will resume from that point. 'lbis is possible becawse the key change 
"! 

aeaaagea are authenticated independently of counter synchrony. Although this 
, ... ~ ; '·, 

key change approach to r ... establishing synchrony may seem a drastic one, it 
,' /,; 

··~·· justified in light of the circumstances wich are required to invoke i.t. 

(6) Because severe disruption of _the connection results in thia change of _key, 

•• ~I- ,. ...... . 
(6) Unfortunately, resorting to a kay change deprive•· the user of th~ 
1_,.rution clae-rit.ag tlle ·--.t of. •....-.:i11•.w aa:"•epn•Ct' thtoiigh the ua•· 
of the request for statua and •tatw •••Na••· ~· information could atill be 
provided if t~e atat~.i~~!.M&,~ ••nlt. in tuaGa• ·~ ~O.-~.ccwplation . .o.f . tba ... Jla1: 
chaa&:e, or aoae 0it._.r apecal··•DN&•' _.ntiu..t·ia1t:·a1ystherufter·,.:.eu!ted 

• : ~ : ' :-:·~ ; ., 'f ,, ' < • ' !.~ 
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it reduces the desirability of such an attack for an intruder lllho is trying to 

subvert the protection measures. A timeout is also associated with the key 

change protocol, setting a limit on how long the host -will wait for the 

confirmational status message, so that a failure to successfully issue a new 

key within an appropriate time interval will result in abandoning the 

connection. By associating a use.r specifiable limit with the number of times 

this form of resynchronization will be attempted during one login session, the 

user can maintain control over the use of resources in such recovery 
, 

procedures and can cause the protection system to abandon the terminal-host 

connection. 

§ummary 

We have described a hierarchic approach to dealing with resynchronization 

and have integrated this approach with denial of message service detection. 

This integration is achieved by using a request-response protocol as the basis 

for both resynchronization and detection of channel blockage. When the host 

or terminal attempts to establish synchrony after receipt of· an 

unauthenticatable message, first an attempt is made to restQre synchrony by 
I 

initiating the request-response protocol on the other channel. If synchrony 

has not been lost or has been lost on only one channel, then this procedure 

will succeed, verifying the time integrity of the connection. If · this 

procedure fails, or if a periodic connection integrity check fails, a key 

change is initiated by the host. Even if synchrony has been lost on both 

channels, the key change can succeed and estab.U.eh a new ref•rcce point fo.r 

information about the valms of · the terminal reception and transmiaaion 
counters before the key change occurred. 
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resumption of message exchange in a secure environment. Should the host not 

receive confirmation of the key change, within an appropriate time interval, 

the assumption is made that denial of message service is actively occurring, 

either as an intruder threat or as a result of a serious communication system 

failure, and the connection is abandoned. 

The protocols presented in chapters two, three, and four will be 

described in greater detail in a sample implementation in chapter six. 



Chapter Five 

High Priority Messages 

The discussion so far has ignored the need to support high priority 

messages sent by the user to the host to effect some urgent control function, 

e.g., to halt a runaway user process or to stop un.anted output arriving at 

the terminal. This chapter extends the connection model to include high 

priority messages ~nd develops protocols for handling them. 

Extending ,!h! Terminal-!2,!! Connection Model 

Most interactive computer systems embody the concept of a high priority 

message sent by a user at his terminal to his computation at the host. The 

specific messages used with different systems and subsystems vary. We presume 

that the texts of the various high priority messages are embedded in the user 

data sent on the terminal-to-host channel, and that some high priority message 

processing (HPMP) facility in the communication system at the host scans all 

user data received on a connection, recognizes the high priority messages, and 

acts on them. Because the host communication system may employ buffering 

between the HPMP facility and the rest of th~ connection, it is frequently 

necessary to provide some means of alerting the HPMP facility that a high 

priority message has arrived at the host, so that the HPMP facility can search 

the buffered input for the message. The protocols developed in this chapter 

are designed to provide an appropriate signal, regardle.ss of the buffering 
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strategies employed in the host. In the next chapter, the host response to 

the signal, given various buffering strategies, is discussed. 

The basis for the high priority message protocols is the addition of a 

special "attention" channel to the connection model, as illustrated in Figure 

5-1. The attention channel is used only to signal the host end of a 

connection that a high priority message has been sent on the regular 

terminal-to-host channel. Care must be taken in the implementation of the 

host end of a connection not to buffer the attention channel, so the host 

protection module is never blocked from noticing a signal on the attention 

channel pending some asynchronous event. Note that this additional channel, 

like the other two, may actually be implemented in a variety of ways by low 

level communication system protocols, including the multiplexing of a half or 

full-duplex connection. (1) Because the attention channel is modeled as a 

separate channel, an intruder may have no difficulty in distinguishing 

messages transmitted on it from regular message traffic. Thus we cannot 

conceal the transmission of high priority messages and must be content to 

prevent the intruder from perpetrating undetectable acts of message stream 

modification or denial of message service on this third channel. 

(1) In situations where a separate physical channel is not available to 
support transmission of high priority messages, some form of "out-of-band" 
signal may be used to simulate the transmission of a message on this channel. 
One commonly used protocol for transmitting a high priority message on a 
half-duplex connection involves sending a "line break" on the connection so 
that the terminal may gain control of the connection. The terminal can then 
send the text of the high priority message, having forced a line turnaround to 
occur. 
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regular regular 
channels .channel• ----------......... __________ ._. ...,.. __________ _,, 

~ -----.... --> --------> E 
Terminal P <--------- Intruder <•-------- P Host 

M M 
---------> ---------> 

__________ ......... ..... .... ________ __ 
at ten ti on attention 
channel ctMLnnel. 

Figure 5-1 

~nnection Model Augmented to Include the Attention Channel 

Protocols !2!, High Priority Messyes 

'nle protocol presented below for the transmission of high priority 

messages permits wide latitude in the number and nature of messages sent and 

the buffering strategy used in the host. It is derived from the technique 

used in the ARPANE'l' host-to-host protocol for transmission of high priority 

messages [ARP] • Two new control message types are introduced to support this 

protocol: attention and data mark messages. The attention message is the --
only message transniitted on the attention channel. 'nle data mark message is 

transmitted on the terminal-to-host channel. 

Three steps are involved in the transmission of a high priority message. 

First, the text of the high priority message is sent on the regular 

terminal-to-host channel. Next, an attention message is constructed and 

transmitted by the terminal protection module on the attention channel. (2) 

(2) In environments where an existing communicat:lon system protocol is used to 
support tranmnission of high . priority messages, . the attention message is 
transmitted in conjunction wi tli thi 8 existing protocol and .serves to securely 
authenticate the existing protocol's claia ot receipt of a valid attent;ion 
message. 
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Finally, a data mark message is constructed and sent on the regular terminal 

to host channel. (3) 

The host protection module must be farther out on the connection than the 

HPMP facility, as high priority messages must be deciphered before the HPMP 

facility can process them. Thus, the attention message serves to notify the 

protection module that a high priority message is enroute, while the data mark 

message locates the end of the text of the high priority message in the 

regular channel and marks the position in this channel that corresponds to the 

transmission of the attention message on the attention channel. (4) Upon 

receipt of an attention message and the matching data mark, the host 

protection module signals the HPMP facility of the arrival of the high 

priority message. Discussion of the details of the signalling, and other 

interaction with the host communication system in conjunction with the 

processing of high priority messages, is deferred to chapter six, as these 

details are dependent on the buffering strategy employed in the host. 

Since the attention channel is distinct from the other two channels, it 

has a distinct pair of message counters associated with it. The transmission 

collllter for this channel is located at the terminal end of the connection and 

the reception counter is at the host end. An attention message tag consists 

(3) In systems that use only one type of high priority message, e.g., a "quit" 
on Multics, no text related to the high priority message need precede the data 
mark message. Receipt of the data mark message is sufficient to transmit the 
desired control signal and mark the position in the regular terminal-to-host 
channel that corresponds to the transmission of the attention message. 

(4) As the data mark message is a protection module control message, it does 
not appear in the cleartext output from the protection module, and it may need 
to be translated into a data mark character to delimit the high priority 
message text for processing by the HPMP facility. 
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of the usual terminal origin identification and a transmission counter value 

that indicates the number of attention messages that have been transmitted 

since the initialization of the attention channel. Because attention messages 

are sequenced on a separate counter' they can be received and authenticated 

independent of messages transmitted on the regular channel. (5) 

Each data mark message carries an authenticator tag of the same form as 

other messages on the regular terminal-to-host channel. Included in the data 

portion of a .data mark message is the value of the attention message 

transmission counter at the time the data mark message was tran•itted. This 

serves to associate data mark and attention messages. Hence, a given data 

mark message can be correctly paired with a matching attention message, 

despite interference on .a.y channel. This design of the data mark and 

attention messages also links together, for detection of denial of message 

service, the attention and regular channels. 

Figure 5-2 illustrates the use of the protocol described above in the 

transmission of a high priority message. High priority message text in a user 

data (DATA) message, an attention (ATT) message, and a data mark (DMK) message 

are shown enroute to the host. The message formats displayed are the same as 

in chapter four: tag, type, data. Values for the regular terminal-to-host 

transmission (Tc) and reception (Re) counters and the attention m-:ssage 

counters (Ac) also are shown. 

(5) We shall see in chapter six that this is a llecze.,.ar:y .p110-pe:rty for the 
at~~ntion mess~ge because of. prob~eaas a1,,,.cf.fted. ,with recGgaition of 
enciphered attention messages by facilities further Gut .thaa the pr-otectiea 
module. 
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terminal 
counters 

f / 

regular terminal~to-host channel 

Kigh Priority Meat,&•• 

host 
co\lllters 

k r:J ----~---~-----> [ ~ I AfT' [--~-~:_-----~-~-> CJ Ac 

attention channel 

Figure 5-2 

High Priority Message Trans11i~aiou .. S~e1;1,.,rio 

C&rl'ied., Q\,lt 
•; '::'.: 

fol' the atteo.tion channel separately, these funct~ons can be perfo'i!'~ 

sj..m\,lltaneously for a.11 three channels without int~~dµ~ing ,,~, , new .•e•••ae 
types. 

m. es.sage counter value in re.que.,st for d me .. ssa.,ies '("') and ., statu.s an : P:t;~t~ '1' , 

expanding the counter update procedures to include tbis a~di.tional channel. 

This extension of the resynchronization protocol is not complicated since 

this new channel does not enter into the alternate authentication sche1t1e for 

status messages. Receipt of a data mark or attention message that does not 

have an acceptable authenticator tag, or receipt of a· message on the wi:ong 

channel, results in initiation of the resynchronization protocol just as does 

receipt of any other "bad" message. A new context for :i,nitiat~ng the 

resynchronization protocol now exists: receipt of a data mark message f<)r 

(6) The attentiol'l channel tranmission counter is included in the data portion 
of a request for status or status message tran .. ttted by the termillal 11bile 
the reception comter for the high priority •e•sage channel is inclu4ed in 
such messages when tran11D.itted by the host. 
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which no matching attention messag~ has ~rrived. This situation indicates 

denial of service on the high priority chamual aJM,i · b ';-handled l>y accepting 

the high priority message preceding with the date t1ark message and initiating 

the resynchronization protocol ~· thotJlll a uaauthenticatable me.-.age A4ad been 

receiv*d. 

Summaey 

This chapter extettded the connection 11lodel of chapter two to include high 

priority messages and the facilities necessary to process them. A new channel 

from the term in al to the ho st • • added, and two new tae11u1e typeli , attention 

and data mark messasea, · were · introduced to suppbrt tranlad.asion of high 

priority m•a•g~s. 111• data portion of reqliest for statua and status messages 

•s · extetJ.dl!ci to contait\ the values of . the 11.eaaage counter• for this new 

channel. 'l'he reaynchroniza tion and detection ot' · denial ·. of message service 

protocol II •re llOdified fo include the ne'1' chaiinel. 



Chapter Six 

Communication System Interfaces 

In this ch'apter we refine our eonimunicat1-on path •odel, exdfning it not 

simply as a terminal-to-host conneC:tion~ 'but rat\lrer as a· comiecdon between a 

user and his computation. Our point of view in examinirig this cotmection is 

based on the res~arch of computer input/out'p'Ut syst81ils by dark [Clal. · With· 

this view in mind, we answer the question of where to position the protection 

m()du!es with respect to the variOus harciWare and softW.re'lliOdules at both the 

user and computation ettds of this 'ccinneetton. The strategy ·we ado'pt is to' 

position the modules to etfcompaes all Jintltiplexed system facilfties, as well 

as all physically unsecured facilities. 'l'his shtplifies'·th~ task of verify:tag 

the eec1lrity claims of a system by restTietiq the ·&ppearaaee of .cleartext to 

environments that ·a re private · to a stngle ulier • Alao d il!IC used are the · :lnipact 

of different input buffering strategies on host 'prc:itectfon module structure, 

methods for promptly recognizing high priority lliesuges, · and methods for 

echoing characters efficiently. 

Two major factors influence the posftionlng of the protection modules in -

the connection between: the user and· his temotf! cdiilputation: · security and 

fuilctionali1:y. 

With re1pect to security, the encryption modules provide protection from 

certain forms of intruder threats dir~ct:ed agatnst that po~don of the logical 
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connection that is "between" them. Certainly all of the physically unsecured 

portion of the connection need be between the modules, but it also is useful 

to encompass cu ta in physically .secure ~;rts o,f tb,e CQJllDlUl.l.icat1Qll sys tan. "nle 

design .. and verif.ication of t.b.e corr;ec t Qpe,r,ation . of t.he . po:i:tion of ·t"be 

commUQ.ication system th4t is between the p:fote~tion llOdule.e. :ls siJDP,lified 

because that portion cannot comprondse ~e .. ~ct~ .ap..y iaor.e than the 

intruder of our model. 

Of special interest are the parts of tqe c.onuaunic.ati9n_ system, whet'1er 

physically unsecU;r.ed or not, that ai;e .. !Jl~ttp~x~. •11$ many users~ A 

fundamental principle :J.n the .design of ae.c;.µre ipi;s~.em' is:$ avoidan.ce of 

unnecessary comiaon mechanism [SSlJ • for m~Q4~hnu1 tqtr: ~e coapaon to more 

than one user provid-e a,pot.entj.al path ~Gr UQ.WU~:U$er intcn:•c~io1l •• ~cause 

the protection lllOdules. a:;e assoc1,a~ed '4th :j,qdiv,id.~l: ¥>sic;~+ co,~~tians, 

they need not be impl•ent~d in a multiplexeq. fiacUity. of the,. COIDJllWl.ieation 

sys_tem. Indeed, the C(!nciP,hermen~ prov-14ed .. b.J r,~e . .J:lrotec.~+,911; modtJles can 

assure the logical separation of individual connf:!~ti9_n, .-~~ .th~y pass tbroulJh 

various multiplexed facilities. Examples of communication system hardware 

facilities that frequently are multiplexed' ~ uni·'.~onnectiomr, and thus 

should be posi.tioned 

concentrators and host front end proceasors: (FEP' s). ~lll{>lee; ,of. software 

facilities that frequently are multiplexed are buffer management DJ.Odules far 

muJ.ttplexed channels. Thus, we wUl wsition t;he,rPlf'~h~c;:,,~i~n 1'.od,u!e.s so a~ ta 

enccxapass all multiplexed.facilities in the;c~~i~~t~q~,s~.~ellf. allawina the 

protection modules for a single connection to operate in an environment that 

is private ta that connection. This positioning strategy is illustrated in 
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FigUJ:e. 6-1, which ~b~~ the path; thrOUJh: yariolJS £~~i,c-ti9,n system mochil~s 

that might be iollq~ by a ~ypical. coo.11ect.icn:i •.. 

. uaer 
tertllinal 

I. :. "',. ~rm4-11-al .. 
P -- subsystem 

<-...... ,..-----:--l"""'"f>O tent~all7 ""µlt; ip,l~ed,.::----;--->. 

li~~e 6-:J 

.. ' 
A different view of security can lead to'· ari." al'ternatlve' ptlsitioniiig · 

strategy. If the major 
" '.: ~ ·~;"' : . ~. t j. J .... d·: . . : . -- ."i' :. '. 

concern is preventing me~sages ftom ever 

considered less 
; ' • •: .. '·- . ; 1 (,N . ,•'-'.) ~ c ~ •.. :· • -·t _! • ; I . . • : 

important to prevent leakage amC>ni log·ical connec'tions~ then 

it Cari be argued that the modules 
" l• ' " ' ' , "•'·:~~--> .. '~·.:\..,j ~-- . -. " 

between the physically secure and unsecure portions of the communication path. 
·. ' . . ·. ' i " . ~·l ' 1 : .. '" ·' " ' . . ' . ) , 

'l'hen input/ output can be forc8d to pass through the~ encryption algorithm, tbus 

assuring that any data that enters the unsecure enviroment is protected from 

uriauthorizedf disclosure. Thia"altertuitiv·e pc:;ntton"!ng •atrategy Will . a1.1I08t 

al.w.yia~. r•sult. t.n ap~la imU.~i :ci~~:xt ~~'being. handl~4 .in a 

110f tware 
' ~· 

veriUc;,atioi:i. techn.f.qpes .and c•eful. e:yat-. 4-eakn, will . ...-ke leas .. ~rahl• .. , 
' ' .:~ ;~... . 1 ·' ' 

this pa1:;ticular ~ qain.et fa.i.l.o\Cett, by qqaitJ ~;r ~rain&il .,steal• to,. prev~Jtt, 
t(!k~ ;~;: .~1,~ 

meeaage• h-011 .. ~pea~m& ~· a _phyei.ca,ll,.y ,-\IO ... <»ll'M ep.¥~D~t. i,q, -c~~rtext~ 
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Moreover, as we are interested in providing secure ·. ccimmunlcation for hosts· 

that have diverse user commllllities, ttiia strategy se~s ufiattr.ict!ve as not 

all users may have terminals equipped with protection modules. If provision 

is made at the host to circumvent the encryption scheme and the protection 

module to permit cleartext communication, 80 user$ not 

utilizing the protection module..,. then the original Juatifi'(?~tion for tbe 

alternative strategy no longer holds. 

With respect to functionality, protectloil modules are constrained to be 

below the portion ·of the corlmum.ication syatm that engages in syntactic 

processing of message contents. 'lbese con&traints of the commmication system 

fmctionality are primarily a factor in'positlonlng·of·th'.e 'protection module 

at the host, as almost dil processill$ of this nature is .performed at the host. 
. '.. , 'i ~ ·-~ . . ~: ' 

With respect to output from the host, encryption can be performed only after 
: < ~ - - • • 

such transformations as device-specific code conversion,. white-space 

optimization, and formatting. With resp.ect to input to the host, messages 
' , , ~ . ) 

must be deciphered before such transformations as canonicalization, break 

character . detection, erase-kill processing, translation, escape sequence 
:· ~ 

'-,., 

processing, character echoing, and high priority message recognition can be 
• .~,. f"• -

performed. (l) 

(1) Character echoing and high priority message recognition will be discussed 
in detail later in this cliaPt:er. 1Can.<:>nical'faait::!Ott r~-9 •t~ the attangelillmt 
of input data into a form that removes the ambiguities introduced by the use 
of carriage motion control character• CSOJ.' .~;t:hftietar• del:bftt; ttte 
effects of erase-kill processing and canonicalization and cause the input to 
be foriaided to higher levela for possible fUrl!ller pttocustn•.-LBacape a'(ftumc• 
processing refers to the transformation of multi-character sequences used to 
enter . charactifrs that have C'<)ttt'P6l aean:tng·if r..rt~ t'!.4Wotiltl«1 the ~·'iated 
control functions, into their single character representation. Formatting of 
output involves cc:MYetision of ~ahlf·-tb ·&pa~es 'foir' tel"nliMltJ ch_. do mt suppGT·~; 
hardware tabs and insertion of newlines in output tiilen strings are longer than 
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At the terminal end of the connection, the security requirements and 

functionality constraints dictate positioning the protection module between 

the terminal and the rest of the communication system. Such components as 

terminal concentrators, line adaptors, and modems will be "further out" on the 

connection than the protection module. This strategy provides substantial 

flexibility in configuring terminal subnetworks in llhich not all the terminals 

may be using the protection modules. At this end of the connection, it seems 

reasonable to implement the protection module in hardware, as this end of the 

protection system has been designed to require a minimmn of processing power. 

With the current capabilities of large scale integration, it seems plausible 

that the protection module hardware could be fabricated using a microprocessor 

and a special chip for the encryption algorithm. 

At the host end of the connection, the security requirements and 

functionality constraints will usually require implementing the protection 

modules in software. (2) By implementing this protection module in software, 

the memory protection machinery in the host computer can be used to provide a 

private environment for the execution of the protection module for each 

connection, and the protection modules will be beyond any multiplexed buffers 

managed by the host operating system software. (3) 

the line length of the target terminal. Wl).ite space optimization refers to 
replacement of multiple spaces with tabs and of multiple line feeds with form 
feeds. 

(2) The addition of a hardware encryption/decryption instruction to the host 
instruction repertoire may be required to obtain efficient operation. 

(3) The host's memory protection machinery also may be used to protect the 
modules from user level programs that may damage or circumvent them. The user 
level programs might inflict damage as a result of errors or might be "Trojan 
horse" programs [SSl] supplied by an intruder to subvert the · modules and 
permit the intruder to assmne control of the user's computation by disabling 
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Implementation of the protection modules at the host as software modules 

private to each user computation also has two advantages with respect to the 

design and verification of the modules themselves. First, at this level in 

the software of the host, modules can usually be implemented in an enviromnent 

that is conducive to the design of a well-structured protection module, 

permitting the use of high level, structured programming languages and 

multiple-process (rather than interrupt) organization of the control 

structure. (4) This means that the modules can be simple in design and, 

consequently, their correctness may be easier to verify because they need not 

deal with irrelevant comnnmication system details. Second, it may be possible 

to isolate many of the characteristics of the physical connection from the 

protection module, presenting it with a simple virtual connection interface. 

The comml.Ulication system configuration characteristics need not be programmed 

into the modules. For example, although the protocols are designed to operate 

in a full-duplex envirorment, they can be utilized on either ~lf or 

full-duplex physical connections if the interface presented to the modules 

reflects a virtual full-duplex connection. 

or subverting. the protection m:odule. Whether. or not · the host protection 
module is part of the security kernel {Sehl. of the hoat; a~ea depends upon 
the security policy to be enforced. It will be part of the kernel if the 
s~curity policy requires certain use.rs. to: •P1PV a.·~- -.aupplied· protect:LOn . 
. modu.le; otherw.1.:se no.t. 

(4) Such fac.ilities might not Be available if the host ptratectlion module were 
iaplemented in a front end processor or in a reetricted environment in the 
lowest levels of the operating system. 
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Buffering Strategies 

Any communication syst:em 

computations must deal with the fundamental' '"l)l'Ol>lem ~f ~ynch~oniilri~ the 
~~"· 

arrival of messages from a u.eer with the dem~.~1 , fo~ input from his 
''i· 

canputation. Many systems achieve the necessary ayn~hr~Jl;l~ion by providing 

one or more buffers in the connection between the user aad his computation, 

thus allowing the user to work ahead of its demands for input. (5) The 

positioning of these buffers has impact on the 
' ' t . ~} . 

structure of the host 

protection module, which impact we will now explore • 
. ;. ,; 

Figure 6-2 illustrates possible buffer positions. In this figure, the 

box labelled EPM is the host encryption protectton m~ule 'for the connection, 
.. ) 

and that labelled CMM is a connection manag.eaent module that performs the 

various required syntactic transformations on the input following decryption, 
; ,~ ·-. , ·< F"": -, J ". ' ! ~ •. - ~ ;; :: 

including recognition and processing of high priority messages. For different 
, ·, 1 f-:i . ' ... l:,." l ' ~- ~ 

communication system organizations, buffers may appear at positions A, B, and 
. ; .. 

C in any combination. A buffer at any of these poaitions can provide the 
•.: .,. 

required synchronization of arriving input and d-.ands for input from the 
. ;:' 

canputation. 

(5) This synchronizatiQU problem 11.lso can ·D-4tJhan.tle4 b1,,•plicitly proh:lihid;ag 
the user from entering dat• at his terminal until hie cOllputation is ready for 
that data. A cOllUllooication syst• can enforce such synchronization by 
transmitting a control character t-0 the terainal to "lock'~ ~~ .. r~-~~~~·
the computation enters a •tate "1ere it is not accepting input, and then 
transmitting another control character to "ualock" the keyboard men the 
c~putation µ ~~y to accept.: in.pu.t. ;If , ;this ,,_~b to Jldfli.IWing 
synchronization is employed, the following discussion about buffering and its 
impac;t on the protocols ;Ls irrelevant. 
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Figure 6-2 

Buffer Position Possibilities for Host Input Channel 
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Buffer A represents the buffering of input to the host in front of the 

protection module, perhaps by a front end processor or by operating system 

facilities. Because this buffer is between the protection modules, it may be 

part of a common buffer iunagement mechanism that supplies messages upon 

demand to all protection modules in the host. 'nlis buffer is not necessary 

and its presence only COlllplicates the operation of the protection module, as 

we discuss below. Buffer B is also not necessary if the connection management 

module is implemented so that it immediately accepts the cleartext oµtput from 

the protection module. As will be seen :In the next section, buffer B 

complicates the processing of high priority messages. Buffer C holds input 

processed by the connection management lllOdule but not yet requested by the 

user's computation. Location C ia the preferred position for the buffer that 

synchronizes data arrivals With computation demands for input. 

Reseonae ~Timeouts 

Buffer A interferes with the processing of timeouts used to detect the 

failure of a status message to arrive within a predetermined interval. When 
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buffer A is employed, the protection modul~ first m~t request and.~811line all 

messages in buff er A_ before dee iding that t}le ~.ccurrence of the time..put really 

represents a failure to receive a status message. Thus, with respect to 

processing of status timeouts, it is preferabl.e for the protection module 

al WlilYS to receive in.put· from the connection upon its arrival at the host, 

wt thout the existence of buffer A. Such an arrapgem.u.t. ill possible because 

the c!eartext output from the protection module ca~ be fo.r~rded to buffer B 

{or to buffer C if buff.er B is not employed) • 

High Priority Message Processin& 

In order for a high priority message to have it,s .desired impact, the host 

must recognize and process it quickly upon receipt. (Nie k pr9cess,ing is no 
,'I • <· ' ' 

problem Jf buffers A and B are not pre.,ent, for the connection manag!!ment 

module will, notice high pdority mess'il.P.e as they ar:s:-ive, i1'depen9,.ently of the 

rate at lihich the computation delllands input. (6) In this case the high 

priority · lllesaage protocols of chapter five .. ar~ not needed. 

protection module can still match data marks to attention messages and keep 

track of the various counters, but it need not signal .the connection 

management module lilen an attention/data mark pair arrives. (7) 

(6) The standard communication system flow control protocols prevent overflow 
in buffer C, as their action is not inhibited by the presence of the 
protection modules. 

(7) If input synchronization is accanplished through the use of keyboard 
l~ktng ~ a . high pt'Lq~1Ly M811a&e is uaPl.l}' . ~t :by ·uanaitting .. an 
out-of-band signal to the host. The· host then responds by 8.E!nding the. con,tfol 
character that causes the keyboard to be unlocked, allowing aubsequen~ 
tranS:DUssion O.f. the h:l,gh priority ~.--88.$e t,,axt f.l'otii t;he, term:lnal. In th:Ls 
case, although the data m.ark message is not necessary, the ·attention mesa~ 

------- -~-·- -- -
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If buffer B is present, the connection management module may not notice 

high priority messages as they arrive. In this case, the protection module 

must signal the connection management module wen a high priority message has 

arrived. The protection module, upon receipt of a data mark, does three 

things: increments a counter of data mark messages received, places a data 

mark character in buffer B, and signals the connection management module. 'l1le 

data mark character is placed in the buffer 8o that the connection management 

module knolilS when to stop processing input from buffer n. nte counter of the 

number of data mark messages received is used. by th~ connect.ion management 

module, in conjmction with a counter of the number of data mark characters it 

has examined, in order to synchronize data mark charaeteTs and signals from 

the protection module. (8) 

Finally, if buffer A is present, some facility must be provided to 

recognize attention messages and forward them to the protection module, 

bypassing buffer A, and the protection module must request and examine the 

contents of buffer A to locate the data mark message. Figure 6-3 illustrates 

this configuration, depicting the protection module, buffer A, and the 

attention message recognition (AMR) facility of the communication system. 

ban be used to authenticate the out-of-band 8-~gtta1 1 used by the standard 
cOt11munication protocol. 

(8) This is an example of the "wakeup waiting" problem as described by Saltzer 
[Sall]. 
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A 
connection ----> M 1.--1 p ---~> -~~!~~>Tn~~. ~~~~.~?.m·· I .... 

;,1'iput 
' ' 

ll ----------.-.--.~~,---~> M . . . " 
attention channel'· . '· · . · F 

attention 
. me~e 

recognition 
facility 

Figure 6-3 

encryption 
p,r~t.ectj.on . 

module 

Attention Message 'Recognition 

to the connection 
11UU1q~entmodule 

If the com11unication system employs a special protocol for signalling on 
. . 

the attention channel under regular (unencrypted) circumstances, then this 

same protocol · can be used in conj uncti'on with the tran•ission of the 
:.~.. '· . . .. . , , ·:. • , . , . . ·•G i • . ., . 

attention message to notify the protection mOdule that.a high priority message 

is enroute. Uttder such circumstances, the AMii iacility takes the attention 

message that was sent using this standard protocol and forwards it to the 

protection module for processing. This attention me•aage is given to the 

protection module in front of regular input that may be in buffer A, since the 

attention messa3e logically belongs on the attention channel. The protection 

aodule can decipher and authenticate th'e attention m~esage and request the 

contents of buffer A. These contents are proeesaed by the module to locate 

the data aark aeasage. If the ctata·mark message 1•-uot iocatect in the buffer 

c:ante.nts,.; an integrity .check is ini~tiited, i.-_l;flltj,ng , in flushin~ the 

comiection to the ho•t protection module AACl 1'as:•u . .S, of · tJ\e. data mark or 
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In an environment '1here no stan:dard protocol is used to support' 

transmission of an attention eignal and buffer A is; employed, a different 

approach must be employed. If an attention message had to be deciphered to be 

recognized, then the AMR fac'ility would have to be able to dee ipher messages 

in order to recognize the attention message and fol"Ward it to the protection 

module. As buffer A and the AMR facility may be part of the common mechanism. 

of the communication facility, this is not acceptable and below we show how to 

ameliorate this situation. 

In chapter five we saw that attention messages are constructed using only 

the value of the attention message transmission co~ter, the terminal origin 

identifier, and the type identifier for attention messages. Thus, the host 

can construct the enciphe~ed image of the next attention message that will be 
I, . .'< 

transmitted by the terminal, under the current secondary key, and pass this 

bit pattern to the AMR facility as the basis for recognition of an enciphered 

attention message. (9) Upon arrival of an attention message that matches the 
\·".I·····!-

template, the AMR facility forwards it to the protection module ahead of any 
''t." 

messages in buffer A. The protection module processing from this point is 

same as if a standard communication system protocol ~d been used in 
'S.: 

conj unction with the transnission of the attention me,~sage .• 00) 

(9) A new attention message template must be distributed at the beginning of 
each session, after ··eve'ry kay · change,· ahd "1ene\iel:- tilt! value of the host 
attention message comiter changes. The host protection module can distribute 
several templates to the AMlt facility at' one rl.1le•' c~reapolid:ing to the aeries 
of attention messages to be tranaaitted . by the terminal module. 'l'his 
eliminates the likelihood of an attention . messggev; &h:':Wlng an:d ' not; beltig 
recognized by the AMR facility because the facility has not yet received the 
next template from the host protection module. 

(10) Hote that even if the enciphered attention message template has been 
compromised by the communication system and the attention message received by 
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Should an at~ention message be removed fr0111., the, ~ttentio-q channel, 1.the 

next attention message tran•itte.d by the t~ainal ,w.Ul no~ ma,tch the ~empl~te 

h~l,d by the AMR facility and w!;ll pot be ra~qgp.,izec:l as an, a~~e~o.n message. 

A similar situation arises if an atten.~ou, m~e .µ. ~ed .~route tQ- ,,the 

host. In either case, examination of _the "bad" .-aet~J;:ion 11les~e by ~-~·. ,twst 

protection module, in the. course of no~ mes¥8e prqcesiy.ng,. resul,ts in a 

channel re,sync~onization~ and tl\e user of tjle loea of .the 
'. - ' . _J of • ~ ' '. ' 

11 tteJl tion message. 

~tten~ion message under these circtlllls.tances is: dic:~~'d ,'fly. t;lle timequt ,used 

for periodic connection integrity chee,,kil,\& ,.(~e c~p.t~}:'.~ Jour .Jl'l.d six). (11) 

By using the aechanip. proposed abpve to ~olve:. ~e ,pro~+~ as~~ted 
. - ;, -

with atte~tion meas.qe reco~Uop,, we ar~ abJ,..~ .. ·t.9 ~e ~-J!lP.•t prQ:~tion 

module mether or not but.fer A is Pt'U'"1<t an4 ,_,t~~r. ,~. ,J:W;t a st.~d 

attent;ion.JDessages. 

:'t, 

EchOillJ 

The term "echoing" ia applie4 t;o ~ v~ie ty of. ~b-,racter" PJ:'~~~g 

techniques p~rfotaed ~ as~hronous c...-is:at,ion -l.~• U$~&Jly o,_?"ati.o.g in 

full-duplex mode. In its simplest form, echoi]1g may merely involve the 

" " "" " . " " ~ ' " 

t~ _protec~ion, DIC)dule ia ir&J~,~Jent'•'. ttwl ~ul•' · "1!11 .·no~ .fa~e. ~~~:le~. '."~i:o 
disrupti~&. the input., to, the uer',_~:-··R-QipfftatioP!, 1,«•~ l~.U·lilO ,:f,.n~,is 
d.iacar4ed by .the .pro,~ti0». o,r. the c~R¥.!Ft~, .-.~P.ti :•~ea) ,.C4iJ8e 
there is no matching data mark .-e ..... te c~~;;~ q-~iflfii9n. p,f_ l)e 
attention message. 'l1le connection integrity che~k, initiated by the host when 
it fa.ila t9).oc&U ,ttie data mark.•~•-• fR.U.,fli~Rt· thj.• ,, 14J~t4.9f.l of ttie 
a t~eut;lon , meqage auc;I, reeync,hi'onbe t~·-9-DDP~ Uoa. , . 

. ) ' : 

(11) lf thi• ti~out 1• Mt to a -snort ••ouatl.~iPt1'J"VtJ.,..theD .H.>·lll&Y JU>.t ·be 
necessary ~o propagate an attention mes.-ag .t~Pl•i,"l:as. noted . .Uove~ 
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transmission back to the terminal of every character sent to the host. ntis 

type of echoing is sometimes designated as eeboplex mode and is used primarily 

as a 111eans of verifying the reception of characters transmitted over voice 

grade lines. More elaborate echbing may involve a substitution for some 

characters - on a one-for-one basis or even a variable length 

substi tut ion-for-characters received from the user tem inal. (12) 

Additionally, echoing may be co-ordinated with host putput messages so that 

asynchronous interactions do not result in haiftazard mixing of user itlptit and 

host output on the user terminal display. '11te echoing connection seems to 

belong in the connection management module of the communication system 

hierarchy, for it must analyze cleartext. Such placement of the echoing 

ftmction, how.!!ver, can cause inefficient use of connection bandwidth and 

potentially unacceptable t'e'al time delays fol- the user. 

First, we· note that the use of the protectf011 protocols eliminates a 

fundamental reason for employing echoplex mode echoing. This is becau8e use 

of the protection modules guarantees, with high probability, that the 

characters received by the user's computation have not been altered in 

transit. (13) Thus, as long as some means is provided for displaying each 

typed character on the terminal, so that the user can determine if he has 

(12) This last characterization af. echoing in.cl.udas techniques that .analyze 
terminal input in an effort to complete. the 'CO.positnm 'of ali' input line, or a 
portion thereof, on behalf of the user. Such'"ptocuaitri is very sensitive to 
1:he subsystem ·tdth tldch the user is interiictina' and-'tnus is usually performed 
W1, thin the user's process at the host {Bob] • 

(13) Because the host is not actively echoing each character typed by the 
UE!er, this configuration does not pro'V'ide the ra-pid detection of severaiice of 
the connection that host-based echoing provides. 'nlis may be a problem in 
situations where the user is typing text for which he eicpe'cts n6 response frbm 
his computation. e.g., enter:blg'text into a file for ;later editing. 



echoplex mode echoing. 

1 
. ..If hpst-~ased .~lioin.g is .!l~~d ~.t;h, ~}le pro~,~!>l~. de~~lo~;d .in this 

Jhe13.is,,. b~~ .. e the e~ho~ is IJOre,Alqi>¥.~tftpat~ ,.t~.;·~c.hp~: ~od.91,~pP~t 

, ~acJ>. c:}llQ:a<;~er ;l,nput J>y .t~ us~: "?114 .b, ~~ed ~A-fl ,a -.~~~e ... 1JJ¥!~&a.&e 

~lock.,<8~d tr~it~'"' to t~ lwA.t: •. W.her.~ Jh~. ~ ~u,,\~-~-f' d~J.phei:,ed: ~,any 

r,~citt,;red e;cbQ. pro~e1t'5:lt>-1, ~q.Mi ~~. p~~p~,. ~, .J'.tJ•ul~ r;>f t~~ pi::~ce~~g 

,,,.1"°ulc:l; ~e en.c.f.t$Jtred ~ a meu~ block tmd.,. ti::~~~"-· ~o, ~Jle. terwnr.l _:where 

, .~f would.:~e) d~~Ph.~ep.11~Aii~pl~d. 'l'tlµa,,.F·~ c~~~t:er 0~.fan9,11_1..~.tJ9.d .by the 

,_ .~ei:~inal ~u}-$,,,o f~o~n. -~~~ ~ncrypt_ip~l~~f ~P-l1., ft&.,o~ithnt .~ to_µl of _.,four 

.,.t,ime~ ~~er_ t~ese cµ~µm-':fan~es. J1_4) ipi~s ~~ff~tJf;\} ~v:~rJ\8~•- W.hep acid,~. ·fo 

. ,~he .i;~und ... tfi.p ~ran"i:8si.oJlr ii,~ .and .. _ho.~~: P,f~~_e.a•f.P,.J;, del:f!YB, -~,~lly a~.soc.i:f ted 

· ,.,wj.,th ~.~~~ps-,,na",. conaUtute an un~~-cept.~f>,,l..e r¥J. .. ti.Ja-,.~~el .. )!, fo.r a U9eJ;'. ~.~ hj.s 

c t;ermi~·: Of: ,~our~ 1.~. ~boJ~}-d .Pl! r~'1r.,.,~~t.,.the., ,~er BMerally tr•~fs 

·'.~-ta t~ .. ~~ l,\ost ~f a,. nwc.h l~~r rate ,fliat; .; ;~iy¥i, ~~ ~,~tl ... the. af:W;tJ,..ve 

b"'1dw:L?;ttl _PFovU~ by t¥:e ~PP1iO~ . t:o, . .acbc>~._,llly Af., . ~e;pt•~ .if·: ~pe 

. ..... . ·-~ :; ~ 

front end processor. Por the security reaAq~~ "J:e.4; ~~it.i:t..r, ~.it. is ~t 

. d.edfable: t9 ~qti.~ ..,, ,µl;t.4l,l.~ . ffi<:µity q>_:,~nt.ain. the Met. protection 

P~odule .~ oi5i~r ~P: .P'l'~~rm -'·~~~~&· Bee.,~ :· thj1 ;ec~~ ~ifocud. b.fr. a 

m~.~iplexe${ f.acil,ity is ""~lf: relatiy,.~,7 S~Pf.8:t.:;.~ Ol)~d t~ .. ~:Phiati<;~•d 

. ~_c~o.ipg,. t~ :3 f,,Rµi.J:'e• ... ~ pr~v~.te:~ hp•t~,P.,.t Jll'f~~ftf,!'• tile soJutioJJ. ~f~"""-'""d 

. (J4L ~J;-~ .~.ffJ,l:~~.~ .. o:~, pf, ~~~ks .C?~~ .. sinJJ.p1 ~haJ·C~'r-': X'~~u~ .. ~Q._ .. b~ k 
space utilization of about 5% and 10% for Lucifer and NBS block sizes 
respectively. 
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below alleviates the' problem of multiplexed facllitf' echoing, as well as 

reducing transmission and encryption overhead. 

As an alternative. to host-based echoing in situa•tions" not requiring 

extremely sophisticated echo processing, we · propose the addition of an 

' 
. echoing module to the protection moduhf located at the' ter:mtrial end of 't'fie 

connection. The degree of sophistication provided by' sueli a tn6dule can ':vary 

over a wide range depending upon· the dnires '()f the lifter coamiunity.-'. ~tails 

of local echoing procedures 'h&Ve been develtjpecf · as the' Reiito'te' <l>ntrolf~d 

Transmission and Echoing {tlCTE) Option 111 'tne :Alti».Aln TELlrirl- protoc,ol"cillJ 

for use in situations were the dme delay ~ssoclat.i~ wl:th dorive~tional remote 

echoing is considered unacceptably long, e.g .. in sat~llite co~ectlons ';'from 

continental users to the Aloha system in ltawii,· or 1iien th.~' ho~t does not 

wish to be burdened with the extra proc'essing: . 'Th~- .. Telnet'. s'ystem also 
. " ' i 

provides a host level protocol option tbr;·lfucl'i' l~al' echoifig [TCC] / The 

concept of using a microprocessor to implemen:t sudh' Ii focal' ~hofnk ~odule· bAs 

already been suggested in connection w1 th packet radi.o·· nlitwo'rb ·rtc.aRl~ ' This 

approach to echoing eliminates the real tim-e delay,1md ~tlafficireD:t bloek' space 

utilization probleats noted"above and doeli not: ie'qu:fre'1thl! pll'rtici!p'ation: of any 

multiplexed facility in the echoing. 
• ...i'·' 

If a private process or task is pravi4ed 'to m'onitbr' 'termtilal iilput 'and 

the connection management modul~, is conl:!atrted " in:< 'this' "pi:-bcess, , ·'then 

sophisticated forms of echaing can still b~- p.rov'idl!'ti by· directilig 'the 't~rtn.inal 

echoing module f o : ~ • ~ Mf' •' • ' : •'•• ..,. :t 

transmit (for echoing) ·only those'' chs:t'at:terll that te'quite 

special processing. this minimizes the iapact , ...-0£ .. ,,ec,ho .. pi;.oe.essiag- oa -the 

cbnnection performance since most characters. are' 1o~:at~y 'e~po~d and' F-1~ a 
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few require echo processing by the host. Since sophisticated echo processing 

usually entails the use of private tasks or processes dedicated to monitoring 

terminal input, this schem~. does not imply a drastic extension of the 

functionality already provided in such environments. 

'.:.' 

this chapter we have ex8Jllfned factors influencblg the positioning of 

the encryption modules in the communication 
; ; 

. ' By positioning the systena. 

' '~ . ·-
modules above the level of multiplexed facilities in the communication systena, 

the security guarantees provided by the modules cover . much o~''.' tb.e 

comm.wication system. This results in reduced complexity in verifying the 

secure operation of both the. protection iaod.~les "and encoaipassed portions of 

~he c01D11unication syatena, and increased fle:X:ibility in 
: c' 

configuring diverse 
-~ . 

user termirial networks. Problems associated With recognition of attention 

. . 
messages in various host communication environments were ex8Jllined and 

... r . 

te.chniques· of supporting 
. ' 

high priority message transmission in all of these 

environments were presented. Problems associated with a broad spectrwn of 

echoing techniques were exanin:ed and it was proposed tlult, in the case of 

simple echoing on asynchronous lines, 11ome. variant of a remote controlled 

transmission and echoing protocol be emplo,9d to reduce real time delays and 

to' 'imprrive bandwidth utilization. 



Chapter Seven 

Control Structure of the Protection Modules 

'Ibis chapter consolidates the discussion of the earlier chapters by 

presenting a description of both the terminal and host protection modules. 

This detailed description brings out aseec ts of the interaction of the 

protection protocolEI that is not evident from t~ independent descriptions of 

the protocols in earlier chapters. 

Message Formats 

Seven types of messages were introduced or implied in the discussion of 
' ' ' 

protocols in earlier chapters. Formats for th~se message types are Pt'esented 

in Figure 7-1. No specific message blo~k ~ize is presumed in 
' 

this 

description, thus such details as the width of the Yarious fields and unused 

space will be ignored. (1) These message formats can be used with either ,th:_e 

128-bit Lucifer blocks or the 64-bit NBS blocks. 

As indicated in chapter three, all messages have the same gen;eral format, 

consisting of origin identification, transmission counter, message., type, and 

data fields. 'lbe host is identified by a "l "- in the origin fie~,cI ,a~d the 

terminal is identified by a "O". 'lbe data field contains information fllpecific 
',·'' ' 

to a given message type and the message type field classifies the message as a 

( 1) In particular, relative field widths do not 
relationships among fields. 
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imply actual size 
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data (DATA), status (STA), request for status (RPS)~ key.c:hanae (KCl & KC2), 

attention ( ATT) • or data mark (DMK.) message. 

trans. 
nme origin counter type data field 

DATA I oh l Tc l cc characters I . ::i'. :: 

STA I 071 Tc STA Re Ar.:. l 
RFS I 071 I Tc ) RFS I Re Ac 

J. 

I J 
DMK. 0 Tc DMK. Ac 

t 

ATT I 0 Ac ATT 

I ' 
I I KCl 1 oo •.• o KCl 1st half of new key 

KC2 1 oo ... o KC2 2nd half of new key I 
Figure 7-1 

Message Formats 

Data mesaages are used to tranlill:J.t the cbaracter strings that represent 

explicit u!'ler-c~putation corre8Pl.}nden~e. iacl.uding the text of high priority 

messages. !he tranaaission counter of the seader fotas. DA?A.. Tc. • In the type 

,I!. .. - , ~ .. - -- - - - -- _I 
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field. To prevent confusion, type field values for the other six~•easage 

types are number~ bigger than the character capacity of a data message. 

Several data messages may be needed to tran•:tt a user level logical unit of 

correspondence. Because the number of ch~rac~t:• ~,ontained in the data field 

is indicated in DATA.CC, no special conventions ar• r~quired for indicating 

the end of the used portion of the data fiel4 •. 

The authentication t.ag of a status 11eseaae co'Qtaine the lame information as 

in a data message, while. the tYPe field identtfies th~ lll.e111age as a status 

message. STA.Re in the data field containt. the vallte. of .... the regular message 

reception counter of the i;Jend.er and S.TA.A.c <;9nta1.ns tQe v.al\I! of the attention 

message counter from the ~ii.der' s end of th1:t.connecti•n. 

The content of a r,_.,..est for st.atus ,me(lfl.U 4.J.f.fers from that of a status 

message only in the type field. 

In a data m~rk mes~ge, the standard t;rM,~;issiQti, COJ~.teI:' (DMK. Tc) field 

is used but the origin _is always "O", iP<licati,ll& tn•: term.i•al as sender. nie 

data field contains the value of the teJ."lJUl&l~a aJ:~U.an 11.e.ssage transmission 
; J 

counter in DMK. At!. 

In an attention message, the origin is always "O", the transmission 

counter (ATT.At!) field contains the value of the terminal's attention message 

transmission counter and the data field is not used. 

Two types are used for key-changes. The origin field is always "!", 

indicating the host as sender, and the tranlllli•tion counter fiel.d contains 

some constant value agreed upon by both end&\)f the connection, e.g., "o". 

The data field contains hal.f of the new key EKOk.Key), the first half arriving 

in the first key;..change message and the secoad half bi the aecond. 
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Cou.:erol S.tr.uc.ture of th• ModUlea --
Although there are many ways the modules can be viewed and implemented, 

we have chosen to describe each module as a single process, using message 

style interprocess communication facilities for the interfaces to the 

terminal, the user process in the host, and the cOlllllunication system. An 
· ..... 

actual implementation may use multiple proceases and/ or processors for each 

module. We have not described a multi-process(or) implementation of the 

modules so that we may omit the details '~i ~;~iclfng contention over the 
~- ~ ... 

counters Tc, Re, and Al! that could result from asynchronous processing of 

messages on the three channels of a connection. 
1 '·: ~. ' 

Each protection module can be viewed as consisting of three operating 
'J' 

states: the normal state, the ~-messaae state, and the key-change state. 
'-_.;.y •·· • ·To1-· ·: . ' 

(2) The normal and bad-message state are very similar in both modules, while 

the key-change state is module specific. 

Two functions are used frequently by both modules: message packaging and 

error- logging. Message packaging consists of incrementing the message 

·transmission counter, combining this counter value and the origin 

identification bit to form the tag, appending the message type field and data 

field of the message, then enciphering the completed message block. A 

packaged message is ready for transni.ission on an outbound channel. The data 
•, 

field and the type field of the message are supplied to the part of the module 

that packages the message. In the case of the terminal module, there is also 

an indication of whether 
' .,,, ' • > 

the attention or regular message counter is to be 

' ' ' 

(2) The terminal ao.dule also contains a tran.Uiit staJ:"~iq atate,9 the .!!I.,,,..!!!!S, 
state. 
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used and, implicitly, whether to use the regul•~~-:«;'_r- ~,!1et,1.ti~ chat111_el :tor· 

transmission of the message. 

Error logging is an implementation dependent function. At the host, 

logging can be accomplished·by recording error messages in a file associated 

with each connection. At the terminal, logging may be accomplished by 

generating messages on the terminal display or through lights, audible alarms, 

etc. 

The structure of the two protection modules is quite similar. We shall 

describe the terminal module first and then describe the host module by noting 

how it differs from the terminal module. 

In the normal state, the terminal module is blocked waiting for both 

cleartext and ciphertex.t tnput. In the bad-message state, entered after the 
. • -. >·. 

receipt of an tmauthenticatable message and subsequent tran•isaion of an RFS, 

and in the key-change state the module is waiting for ciphertext input only. 

(3) 

We first describe the processing of ciphertext input by the terminal 

module, examining the transitions between the states ap.d the processing that 

occurs upon receipt of various message types. Figure 7-2 illustrates the 

control structure of the terminal module in terms of the three states listed 

above and should be examined ~ile reading the following discussion. 

After transmitting his login identifier in clear text, the user inserts 

his primary key and enables the protection module. The terminal module is 

'initialized by loading the primary key as the current key and setting all 

(3) In these two states, keyboard input is not processed. This may be 
acccm.pliahed by provf4ing a'' bUff:er for input ''typed '1ittlltPt1tt! tnc:ktule is fti one 
of these two states, or by "locking" the keyboard. 
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three of its comters to zero. (4) The module then enters the key-wait state, 

waiting for the arrival of a cipher text block containing a valid KCl message. 
' .• ··~. '1 . ·, 

All other input is discarded mtil such a me•••'' arrives. Upon receipt, of a 

KCl message, KCl.Key is saved and the module enters the key-change state. 

Upon entering the key-change state, '.the 11odule mite for a message from 

the connection. 'nle next message receivf!d. on the connection must be a. valid 

KC2 message or the prote'Ction ·module abandons t}le connection, logging the 

error. If the next message to arrive is a valid Kc~ meseage, the saved value 

of KCl.Key is combined with KC2.Key to form. tlle new current key and Ac, Tc, 
'\ 

and Re are all set to zero. 'nle .module packaaee •d tran•its an STA message, 

logs the key-change, and returns to· the normal state. 

Upon receipt of a messag·e ·on the u•er-camputation cdnnection in the 

normal state, the origin bit ie cheeiad ad, .. if it does not indi.Cat.e .tbi! host 

as sender, the message ia con.eiured ~tbenticatable. 'nle transmiesion 

counter field and the message type tield are ~becked and, in the case of a 

DATA or RFS message, the tranmiesion counter· fi4rtCt ~'·atch the value of Re 
::.· -~ : ~· j 

to be accepted~ An STA message ie accepted lf STA. Tc matches IC or if STA. Re 

matches Tc. A KCl mesaage is accepted if KCl. Tc contains ·the appropriate 

constant value, e .• g... . "o". All other messages are classified as 

unauthenticatable. Now we explbre the pr·oceaat.Qg of each message type. 

(4) To facilitate the description of 
message tranamiss.ion· cotinter for each 
message reception counter is Re. 'nle 
the channel is referred to as-re. -

the rrotection modules, the regular 
channe is designated Tc and the r~gill.ar 
attention meseage counter at each end of 
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A DATA message is processed by r~~vinl& the ntilab.er of cbar11cters 

indicated by DATA.CC and forwu;din.g .them to ~~e .. tertllinal. k is il1JT~~en,ted 

and the module enters the normal sta.te. 

An RFS message requir.es logging any erroi;s on t~:f:: coaµJ.~t;ion, as itld:f,.cated 

by differences between the pairs {RFS.Ac '· A~). and (~S~Rc., ~c) .• '1.'ha.n Ac is 

set to the maximum of Ac and RFS.Ac, ~nd llc is .set to one. g:r~~er. than the 

max:imm of llc and RFS. Tc. The data field of 11 re~~nding ~TA message is 

constructed using Ac and Tc and the message is packapcl and qananitted. 'lhe 

module then returns to the normal state. 

Receipt of an STA message also requires l~,,~.:n~, .. ~ny .,connec.tion error• 

indicated by differences between the p~irs (S~.Ac, Ac) and (STA. T,.c, Re). 

Then Ac is set to the maximum of Ac and STA.Ac and Tc is set .to .the maximum .of 

Re and STA. Tc. The module then returns to the normal state. 
. . "'~: ' 

At the terminal, when a KCl message is received, K~~.Key (the firs.t half 
j'\ 

of the new key) is saved in a te11porary location and the module enter• the 

key-change state. 

When a bad (unauthenticatable) message is received in the normal sta~e, 

the module constructs an RFS message, using ~he val.ues c;if Re and Ac• and 

packages and transmits the RFS. The error is l()ggecl and,, if tbe bad Uleesa'e 

is a DATA message, the module forwards the characters in the data field to the 

terminal. (5) The module now enters the b~d-mefs&ge state~ 

(5) In order to avoid flooding the ~n.tinal w.f..t~ warnwg ~~88'8'S lfb~µ one Of 
a series of me11sage from the liost ts'lost or garbied., ·~11e-•oduie could preface 

~::ld c~~=c ;!: 88~ f 8\lbu:::::~t;::::b!:~a::::·~~~: t~~:~:!t~t;:~=·~ !:~~11i!: 
as long as the arriving ~esaages are otherWi.ae "good". dat~ messages that have 
authenticator values that 'are consistent . With the 'fitlat' unauthenticatable 
message received. When resync&otitza uon is effected, another mess"se ~utd 

------------ - -------------------------------------
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Upon entry into the bad-message state, the module awaits input from the 

connect iort • Arriving ciphertext input is deciphered and analyzed as in the 

normal state. If the input is valid, it is processed as in the normal state 

and after the processing is complete the module returns to the normal state. 

Receipt of an unauthenticatable message in the bad-tnessage state results in 

logging of the error and a return to the bad-messag~ state. 

Now we have completed the description of ciphertext processing by the 

terminal protection module and we turn to clear text processing. In order to 

simplify this disc.ussion, cleartext input to the module is assumed to consist 

of the data field and character count for constructing ·~ DATA message. The 

interface presented is simpler than if we assumed character-at-a-time input 

and had to make provision for a separate signal indicating the end of a 

logical unit of correspondence. Whenever cleartext input is received, the 

character count and data are combined and packaged into a DATA message and 

transmitted. 'ftle module then returns to the normal state. 

The protection module can also receive a control signal from the terminal 

keyboard indicating that a high priority message is to be sent. (6) 'ftlen an 

attention message is constructed with an empty data field, packaged and 

transmitted on the attention channel. A data mark message is constructed with 

be issued by the module telling the user . that the "window" of "bad1.' messages 
has ended, thus bracketing the "b8d" messages fo~ the user. Although this 
feature is not included in the terminal protection as described in Figure 7-2, 
it could be included with only minor add i tiona ·to the module • 

(6) The terminal-to-protection module interface we have· assµi.ned assures us 
that previously entered regular keyboard i~put has alre~dy been packaged and 
transmi.tted before this contr()l !iJlgnal is received. ..Utllo~h this precludes 
the transmission of a high prt~rity 111:e_ss~g~ .. wpile th~ tex:minal is J..n the 
bad-message state, this is not considered to .be i pJ;obleaa, a11 it may_. not be 
deeirable to · send a high priority mes'Nlge until .. t.h.e conllection has been 
resynchronized. . . . 

"· 
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the value of Al! as DMK.Ac and is packaged and tran•itted on the regular 

terminal- to-host channel. The 11odule now returu to the normal state. 

Finally, we note that the interfac•--to the termi:n•l •. could.provide the 

ability for a user to force constr.uc~~o~, pac~~~. and tranaisat'Oll of an 

RFS message while in the normal state. Af.ter th~ RFS message was sent, the 

module would return to the normal state. Thia feature is not illustrated in 

Figure 7-2. 

Now we turn our attention to the host protection module, which we 

describe in terms of its differences ~th the terminal module. 'l'be 

differences result from the ·tact that tlte' ·boat .~s the ~nder (rather than the 

receiver) of key-change ussages, tfie recetv•r-f~atber ).Pan :ne sender) of 

attention and data mark messages, and because of the use of timeouts at the 

host. In order to daplify this de&Cription, we &88•• that the host module 

always receives a ciphertext block upon its arriv~ at the host end of the 

connection (see chapter six), without having to witt for a request from the 

user computation for more input~ en -We - alllO ·asamae that there is no 

buffering between the host prote_ction me>cf~i;.,and the connection managaent 

module (CMM), so that it is not necessary to noti,fy the co~ection management 

module upon receipt of a data mark message n()~ _is it necessary to transform 

the data mark message into a reserved cbllract,er ~- As an aid in following the 

discussion that follow, refer to Figure 7-3. 

(7) This corresponds to a communication systera organization in mich no 
buffering of input from the connection occurs before processing by the host 
protection mqdule (see chapter six). 
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In the no:r:mal state, the host module is blockad wiUna fo~ c.leartext and 

ciphertex:t input and a timeout. In .the key-ch4D1e and bad-..ea11aie 8t&tes, the 

module ia blocked aiting for '1iphertext input and a .timeo:ut. 

There are two types of t111eouts uaed J~1y, tbe host moclule, although only 
-· 1· 

one ia pendin$ at any instant. (i) 

tinleout, is ~ed to pe,riodically trigger a cona"tioll - 1..,tegri,ty check. .The 

second type, an STA ti .. out, ia used 11tuan ·tAe.-~v.le i• "81t1Qg for an STA 

message on the connection. 

Meaaage authentication by tbe host module is V•l'Y similar to 

&1,lthenticatio1,1 carried out by the U.r•inal aocl.\lle •. Ol\ly 11usagea with an 

origin bit indicating the terminal as Mad.er . are i&MlyHd further. '1'ha 

counter-baaed autheo.U.~tion criteria at .. the aoat. are. the eaae aa at the 

terminal for DATA, US,,. and. STA •••fa&•• .. DMlC:aaa..._., at;e ;._c~pted. mde:r the 

same criteria as DATA and RPS meseages. ATT,1"asqef .e..x;.e .. authenticated based 

on the value of Ac. 

The host module is initial..ized, after the .clurtaxt log~ identifier baa 
" . -~ ' ' 

been received, by load.io.g the pr:l.m4ry key, ~·~r.:l~v~ fr.om .. a boat data base, as 

tb..e current key and enter:lng the key-chang~ state. 

In the key-change state, the pro.tee·t.ipn llOdule. MU8r ... a a aeconda.ry a.y 

and con&tructs two kay-chanae me••&&••·• e114h coatainJng ·half .qf thia new ~y 

in its data field. 'l'he KCl and KC~ ••a&pa ar• pa,c1"'aed and tran•itted in .. 

order.. The module cbangea the Clmr,ut)~ey to be,;t~.sec,~y key jut aent 

(8) Tiaeoute are mod4led in the cootrol •t~uc,ture ~o~ tn. .. ~ of. two 
primitive operations;. .eatabl~ing, .. a ti11eo~~ antli:-·CCc;~.iAg a t;$.lteout. 
Ea.~11.ii.ina a . t~eo,~ µivplvea __ •PAAifyiqg:: -.i . .i.• ~--. :fi.IJ•~-1 af~ 
"1hich tbe ti11.eo1,1t .wka.up .should occlll'. ; A tlwtout tll&~ -is ,caclc;-1;led- .will .ne,v,al' 
generate a wkeup. 
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to the terminal, resets Tc, Re, and Ac to zero, and logs the start of the 

login session for this connection. The module eatabliemes an STA timeout and 

. al!lBits this timeout and input from the conneeti~tt. The module is witing for 

a valid STA messase, discarding all other ciphtt·text ittput. If the STA 

timeout occurs before a message arrives on the connection, the module abandons 

the connection and logs the error. When a valid STA 11leasage arrives, the 

module processes it, cancels the STA timeout, estattlishea an integrity check 

timeout, and enters the normal state. (9) 

Upon receipt of a DATA message, the host module performs the same 

processing as the terminal module, in this case forwardill'g the characters to 

the user cot1tputa tion via the conrtec tion management module. ' 

Receipt of an RFS ••sage results in the same counter adjustmeitt, error 

logging, and trananission of an STA as performed -at the teridnal. 

Receipt of an STA message results in the same counter adjustment and 

error logging as performed by the terminal module. The pendinlJ STA timeout is 

cancelled and an integrity check t!meout is established. 

When an ATT message is received, the exact form of processing is system 

specific, as noted in chapters five and six. As we are assumfn8 an 

environment in 'Which cipher text tilessages are ·forwarded to the pro tee tion 

module upon arrival at the host, the module just logs arrival at the host of 

the ATT message and returns to the normal state, awaiting the DMK: message. If 

an intervening buffer were present, inter·action With the contrirunication system 

( 9) The host protection module can maintain the t'otal nt111ber of times the 
key-change protocol has been invoked attd cOmp&re this value to a 
uEier..;specifiable li.Jnit. If the limit'·fs eltc'e'eded, the"aiodale· will abandon the 
connection and log the error. This prov id e's ·the user with a means of 
~on(irolling the amount of resources expended in resynchronization efforts. 
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might b• necealt&ry to cause input buffered befort the p,l'Otectioa module to be 

forwarded to the aoclule, .in order to se..trcb foJlr'the DMK. , 

When a DMK ••eaae ie rtteeiv:ed, :DMK.Ac is eaape.t-4 llith the host value of 

Ac to deteraiu.e if there are any a-ttentiou mesaq .. unace;ov.Gted for. If a 

buffer were present between the protection ~odule_and the c;MM. a c;lata mark 

character would be b•rted-i11to t,Qat buffer, the <;~\Jilt of .. ~~ aark •eaaagea 

rac-eived would be incranented, ud a signal Wllld -be. '81\t to the CHM. In any 

case, if there are no attention messages unacc~ted for, the 11o41,1le returns 

to the normal state • If one or more atteti tion measa1es are missin1, an RFS 

message is constructed, packaged, and. tranaaitted and an STA timeout is 

e stab 1 ished. 

When an integrity check tilleo.ut occurs, the •od•l• c.qo9tr~ts, packages, 

and tran•ite an D'S iaeaaage and establ.iahea .an SU U.aeout. this tillleo11t 

will be cancelled only by receipt of a valid SIA ,•e•uge or upon ,entry into 

the bad-m~ssag, state. 'l'he module returns to .the Q.OJ'laal •t•te· When.a STA. 

timeout occurs, the uaodule enters the key-chanae st.'t.,.. If an interveni~g 

buffer were present, it would first be necesNJ:y ,to 1ascertain that the .STA 

meaNae •• not in that buffer before tb.• transf•r to.,- t;htt kay-~anse state was 

effected. 

Upon receipt of an unautiu.aticatable ••••~•• i• the aora-1 state, the 

module logs the error, constructs. paclapa, .. •JJ.~ tli'.aa•its an IFS meseage. 

The intes:tity check tiateout is cancelled and ·an STA· ti•eQut i• eetablished. 

The module now enters the bad-message state •. 

Once in the bad-message state, the module wait• only for ciphertext input 
'. 

and the STA timeout. Receipt of additional ~ad~•••841•• ra~lts in logging of 
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their arrival, but no additional US uaeeaages are ''tran•itted. (10) Receipt 

of a valid DATA, RFS, ATT, or·DMK mettsa~ result1t2in prOC'eeeing j'\ist as in the · 

normal state, but the module remains m the' bad-mes~geat .. te. ·'·Only receipt 

of an STA message "1.11 canc·el aa· STA tbaeout, eetalrltsh' an it\teg'rl:ty check 

t-iDleout and return the module to ·the · 'nomal ·state 'diTee:tly; 1:£ the S'lA 

timeout occut's, then the module enters the\;)oey•ehnge :st•te. 

Processing of clearte-xt input by t'he host1 Wiodule pa.rall>els that of the 

.terminal module and is Simplified by the''llici ;Of' the higb pri-oTity message 

signal. 

Summary 

This chapter presented· the formats of the·.:•veit 111essage types used to 

implement the protectiot\ protocols ·de•crDed ··ht earlier chapters. All of 

these messages share a cOllll'ion fotniat ·that pemits easy idehUf1cation and 

authentication through standard 1oeation of the· authentic·ator an4·11essaae type 

fields in the message black. 1.'h'e conttot :struetnre of '·th·e '-'host and t'erid.na1 

protection modules is prel!iented. 

The host lllbdule is more complex that tl\e term:htil : niochile, incorporati11g 

mechanisms for automatic detection of connection blockage, initiatittg 

key-change procedures, and aeslllliing final reapinll!tiUt.ty 'for, resynchronization 

efforts, reflecting the greater ceep.Stational·IMJ•r aYatlaltle·"dat the host. 

Provision is made for the user to exert 'iiifluencce 'cnot!r the ·ructioil of the 

(10) The host module can ma:hltaia. totals· on· the' tlOdib~r· of bad messages 
rec~ived and the number of consecutive bad messages received an4 effect a key 
change or abandon the coatiectten if thise total•' ee•ea·.Jiser.;;.clt!f!:l\able limits. 
'Ibis provides another means of permitting the user to exercise influence over 
the amount of resources spent in attempting to resynchronize the connection. 
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protection modules to possible intruder threats or extreme channel error 

conditions, preventing excessive resource commitment to resynchronization and 

recovery attempts. 
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Cllapter Eight 

Implementation on Multics 

Thi~ chapter describes the structure and operation of a test 

implementation of the protection protocols on the Multics system and explains 

some of the considerations involved in designing an implementation that could 

be incorporated into a production Multics system. 'Die test implementation was 

undertaken to test the completeness of the proposed design and to evaluate the 

impact of the. protection protocols upon the human interface of a computer 

utility. 

Structure .2£. _!h! !!!! Implementation 

As illustrated in Figure 8-1, the test implementation uses four distinct 

processes on the lllltics system [MIT] to simulate a user controlling a 

canputation through a connection protected by the modules developed in this 

thesis. Each process cCJllUllunicates with adjacent processes by means of ARPANET 

connections [RW]. 

One process simulates the functionality of the ter•inal protection 

module, handling cleartext and ciphertext input as described in chapter seven. 

This process is created by logging in from any terminal and invoking the 

terminal module simulation program. It reads input from the terminal through 

standard Multics input facilities. In order to more accurately simulate 

transmission loads, erase-kill processing and canonicalization are not 

Page 95 
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performed on the input stream from the teriaiul to thi.• module. Instead, such 

operations are performed at the ta.rget proc:eas. *- echoing is eaployed, the 

echo proc·esaing is perfomed oe the input str•• fr~ the terminal to tl\e 

terminal module process, emulating the style of remtote controlled traasmission 

echoing described in chapter six. 

Termilull 
Module 
Proce•• 

ARPANET 
Connection 

! .. --> 
< 

tatrucler 
Process 

t' 

<--dia lup line s--> 
~ ~ 

User Intruder 
Terminal Tet'lainal. 

AR~ANE'f 

Connection 

! 
----... -> Host 
<------- Module 

Process 

Figure 8•1 

ARPANET 
Connection 

l 
---""!> target 
<·------ Process 

Configuration of the Test Iapl••ntation on Multics 

A condition handler is established in the terminal module process for· the 

"quit" condition, the only high priority meBSage recognized by Multics. Upon 

receipt of a quit from the terminal, this process tran•its a data mark 

message on the regular terminal-to-host channel. No separate attention 

channel is employed. "nlere is no need to tran .. it an attention message, as 

there are no demand buffers in the ARPANET connection between the terminal 

module process and the host module process. 

"nle intruder computer in the connection is simulated by a proceu 

situated between the terainal and host protection module processes. All 

message traffic between the two ends of tb• cotUtection paaaea thr~ugh the 
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intruder process. This process is created by log3ing :in ,from any terminal and 

invoking the intruder computer simulation pro9ram. 'the intcuder proceas ha.a 

the responsibility af logging in tha host llOdule process cWer the A&PANET attd-

initiating the execution of the program daat s:taaulatee the host module 

functions within that process. The intruder also acts as the lldtiab>r ~f the 

ARPANET connection between itself and the r.erminal module pr.aeess. 

Several commands are provided for the intruder (the person at the 

intruder terminal) to engage in various fame . :,of comwction d;lsruptiQn. 

Provision is made for the intruder to ranove message blocks traveling in 

either direction over the connection. The intruder can cause a selected 

message to be copied from the connection and inser.ted into the connection at 

any future time. Spurious message blocks can 'D.e geaerated and inserted into 

the connection at any time. Message blocks from either end of the connection 

can be rerouted to their sender. The intfuder can monitor the traffic On the 

connection in one or both directions aeleetively. All of :the .operations noted 

above, with the exception of the copy operation, can be performed on one or 

more message blocks as specified by the intruder in the COllUIUlnd. (1) 

The host protection module process implements the control structure 

described in chapter seven and maintains a log of important events that occur 

on the cipher connection. The protection module log can be examined during or 

after a login session to review abnormal channel activities,as observed by the 

(1) Note that the intruder does not poses&· eny cOIDllMQdlJ, , that. ~nah.J.e .ihim to 
engage in actual cryptanalysis of the message traffic he observes. It is felt 
that the anal.ysis presented .in •he appendix- incUef.ffe t\lai -.~b .atieas are 
not practically performed in real time during the login session. Moreover, 
adequate facilities fer such c~1Ptanalysis 417• not av•~1ah1e to the auth~r for 
inclusion in the test implementation. 
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host. This process creates the target procesfl,, }og,g-1.ng it in via an ARPANET 

connection, at the beginning of a test se19sion. 
- ,: "' 

'l'h.e ... host module process 

receives output from and forwards input to the target, proc~e' via this Af.U>ANET 

connection. Upon receipt of a valid .. data mark .11es~ag~ 1 the host module 

proc~ss sends a quit to the tar.get pr.ocess 1 using t.N.s ~ANE.T connection. 

The target pr.«?cess is a regular Mul t.i~.s pr~e~s in. ~lch the user of the 

test implementation may perform computations just as with any process. lqgged 

.in directly from a remote terminal. The t,arget )lr~ess acts as tholJlh it were 

attached to a user terminal over the ARP~!?., in t.erms of. terna.inal-specific 

input/ output transformations. It is in the input strea to. this process that 

the functions of erase-kill processing and cancin.iclllizat.ion . are fin.a~ly 

performed. 

The login protocol described in chapter three is not implemented. After 

logging the terminal and intruder processes into Multics in the usual fashion 

and initiating the execution of the appropriate .. sb1.~at_ion ... _Program in each 

process, the terminal user merely responds t.o a query to begin the 
. , "- ;' 

session • 

'1'he first ()Utput on his terminal itfter this is the l.o$in greeting from the 

target process logged in for him • 

. The problem of loading the primary key into the prote~tion modules at 

both ends of the connection is handled by. ma:fn.1:-ining a key in a shared 

segment that both the terminal and host. mod~le. prOCP:8f!8 ace.es&... This IJE~JIHnt 

does not serve a .. a cQlltllunication vehicle betTSQ_ the t~ P,rocesses in the 

sense of any of the funct;lo~a that are as.,cia~11d wit}l tl)e module control 

structure. 
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The programs for the test implementation were coded in ~/I, with the 

exception of the encryption a1gor!thm, which w~a ~~c,deJ ·in assembly language in 

order to take advantas~ 6f 'bit manip~llltion fu~'ructfonsnot ~ccessible from 

PL/I. 128-bit blocks were used and Wi!re enciphered using a software version 

of IBM"s Lucifer algor!tfua [Ben} tha't is '~vaflable dn :Multids ~· This so,ftwre 

implementation can . encipher/decipher 
-.· /(;'·.-:··. . . . ' 

in app'toxtalately four 

milliseconds. 

A twenty-four bit authenticator is employed in the ~ssages, along W!th a 

This Permits the 'tra1i'•isslon of from '6n~ 'to 

fourteen 7-bit ASCII charactertl in a u&er data messa'ge'.; '1'ecause user d:ata 

messages are the most frequently tran8nd.tte'cl"aessages' the autru!D.tfcator size 

was chosen to result in 8' full block for this meaaage type. 

il.eaults 

The implementation was tested on several occasions with a ht11an 

controlling the process that simulated the intruder computer. A variety of 

attacks on the connection were 'attempted", 1ri~luCflng message rero~ting, message 

deletion, generation of spurious messages, and insertion of copies of old 

111essages. The'se ·· attacks were carried out "With ·~Om.pi~·te 'tmowledge 'of the 

operation of both the te~mirtal and' host modules so that very specific types of 
message stream modification were effected, e.g., delet''ion of a 

L ~ 
request for 

status or statm message during connection reayni:lltonization. · l'he protocols 

perfomed as erpec ted, d~t'ec't1n8 ea'.ch act· of' 'meisaage stream modification or 

denial of service, reporting these acts to the user and the host, and 

restoring nomal communication on the connection if possible. 
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The i.Jlpreasion given to a user of tbe te•t iapl•entation must be 

tempered . by aeveral conaiderations. l'be d.ia)B that tend to degrade the 

response time to COltllands iHued by the uaer are a result of several faC1tora, 

most .importantly the "van proces•. ac~duliaa•· required by a CClllplete 

roundtrip interaction. The fact that proeet• ac1'ecluling ie the·aoat important 

factor in the perceivable delay is evidenced by variations .in the delay. Ulld:er 

different system loads. 

During extencled periods of· in.put, ••I·• while entering text into an 

editor, or libile executing c0111111.ancls that usually have noticeable dwlayB 

associated with them (the PL/I compiler) no apparent differences in response 

'' 
time are observed. Similarly, while issuing ce1111ands · that tend to deliver 

larg~ aaounts of output to the tu.:tn.l, .the ,user of ..the te• iapl•entation 

is not generally awre of tl\e interiudiate; proce•aln8 gotns , on between hilll 

te.I'llinal an.d his target proceaa. 'l'hi• ia e•cially true· if the uee't' ts 

typing ahead, through his putput, so that the reapoue :etelaJ'i can be :hidden· by 

the continuing output µ<* previous iatarac.tiona. C2lcrac teriattc of the 

perfomance of the teat iaplemenC;ation un4er light: a,ar..a lo•da (30· uael."s) ta 

the fact that it is able tQ dri.Y• a iioo bpa tenlilual· at capacity during 

output from the boat, al~ugh it <:ou-U m:t . drive. ·a 2400·' bps . teramal 

similarly. 

User experience with the te:et im~eatatt.-,. led· to . the idea of 

"bracketing" a series of mea..-ae• fr.Oii the .boat that arc-ive after the loss ·or 

destruction of .an earlier hoa.t .. mauage in the'·~d.ea, .. rather that repeating an 

error aeseage with each succeeaive, unautb*iUcatabie host aeaaage. It has 

aleo been suggested t,bat ao1ae means of "replafin1" to the uaer· the last good 
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•essage (or messages) received should be provided so that he·' cmt resume input 

from a known place, after dtnuption of the coa1\ection. 'l'his feature ia 

easily added to the host module seftware. tn a ·similar vein, is might be 

.desirable for the boat module to forward' to the terntinal the error messages 

that are be:tng placed in the host -ciplier log, on a user•contro11ed, selective 

oasis. 

Overall, the performance of the protocols in this t:est implementation 

suggests that, if a suitably faft 1111plieaeneati&n wen usi!d, the fJl-pac't on the 

hUllan iaterface of a computer ut·ility should be negligible. 

Considerations 12!:;! Production Impleaentation 

We now examine how a production version of the host protection mOdule 

might be incorporated into the titaltiC'S .ayste11t1.· · 'l'he discusriOtl is 1Deattt to 

pr0vide some indication of the considerutcn• imtolved in a · productfon 

implementatfon of the protocols in an existing ·system· and should no·f be 

construed as a model for all syst.,s, as •l·tks 110&9 not ethibf!t: all ·of the 

potential complexity possible in a host cacatlUilteatioll sy9tem·~ 

:The· description of the internal orgablzatiott bf pbrtionf!I· of :.llltics, as 

presented below. has been simplified in sOlle plae~s where the loss of detail 

was felt to be irrelevant to this diacussion. '!be description .of the 

structure of the input/ 01itt:put syetea. tefl~-t•· ·ongoing · and planned 

modifications to the :.llltics Comaunicatiott · S}'9tea. 

Multics employs a front end ~oce.aao~. ·· aa~ an iat&rflice for dialup 

caamunication lines (but not for the AllP.AME!'):;,1 Thie froat end processor i8 

not considered secure, implement• only very pr:imitf;V"e. ,ftpervts&r facilities 
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and is programmable only in an as86J1Jbly level 181'&U&ge •. It is a •u.ltiplexed 

ccmmunication facility, as described .in cqapter a:I,.~. and it CClllUlltmicates with 

· the central processor via a direct memory interface • 
• t 

The front end processor buffers term.inal input ,and fo~z::ds .this input 

to the central processor upon receipt of .a n~wliqe . ,character. ntUS I it 

engages in recognition of · the newline ae a bi-eak c,har:acter. Multica is 

accessed primarily by asynchr~~us terminals., apd multi7.~~facter substitution 

e_choing is pe:rfomed by the front end processor if re~ed. Final!~" high 

priority messages in the form of "line b7;eaks" o.~ A•yncbronous l.~~s are 

r~ognized by the front end processor as ~·JIU~~~".1 c.ausip.g, it. to discard any· 

input or output buffers it bolds for the s+analling line ~nd to ~t~fy the 

central processor of receipt of this high pJ;'io.~.ity •••eage. 

In the central processor, two levels , of +apu.t/outpµt proce..-ing ~e 

involved: the supervisor level and the user level~. • the au.perv,i.t<>r i.v9,i in. 

!llltics, input from the front end processor is copied into 11n1ltiplaxed 

core-resident buffere and then into private b'4f•r. a;r:;eas for ea«ib.: us.,;. 

Output from user proces«19s is copied io.to cor.-residf!nt buffers and 

transferred to the front end processor. Th~, ·~ the _Jup~rvisor level, only 

buffer management iEI performed. At the_ user level itJ ~pe ~entrfl pi-ocessoi:, 

the transformation operations noted earliet: fo7; :l,.nput (translation, 

canonicalization, erase-kill procea,.ing,. and eac4p~,-.~e\lce proceasiQ&) and 

output (translation and formatting) are impl.-euted~ 

Multics also performs input aad output .to . rmote terminals v1- an 

interface to the ARPANET. ntia ARPANET interface doaa npt involve the front . 
end processor, but appears to the central processor as a peripheral device. 
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The software structure of this interface involves three major levels of 

processing. At the lowest level U the module that acts as the device handler 

for the ARPANET IMP to llhich Multics is connected. This module is interrupt 

driven and operates in the supervisor, implementing the host-IMP protocol 

[BBN] of the ARPANET and inanaging multiplexed buffers of data for the IMP data 

channel. Logically above the IMP interface module, but still operating in the 

supeTVisor, is the n:etwrk control program, •'':which iuiplements the ARPANET 

hoat-ho·et protocol f.ARP] and provides for the multiplexing of the network 

interface among Multies users. ·Finally, higher level protocols, e.g., file 

transfer, telecommunication network, and initial connection protocols [ARP], 

are impleiltented in each Wier's process in th'e. user level. 

Over the ARPANET, · attentiofi messages· are transmitted on a ·separate 

logical channel and are· directed to a special network process for handling. 

nte network process, a trusted, ·privileged process, determines the user 

process for which the attention. mes88.ge is d'~tined · and handles it 

appropriately. It alt!aO' monitors all of the netwotk cotinecdons to Multics and 

handles error conditions raised at the host-IMP proto~of level. 

The memory protection facilities of Multics provide mµltiple address 

spaces, eabh with eight lineaJ:ly otdered rihgs of protection [Sa12, SS2]. The 

system gives each process its own address space in mich the supervisor 

ftmctions execute in the most privileged tings (O and 1) and user procedures 

execute only in the higher rings (4-7). 

For a production implementation of the protocols developed in this 

thes-is, we propose that• each ci.phet: connection 'b~ pro./fded with a separate 
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process to execute the host protect!on module •. Thia process, wuld reside in 

ring two or three of the address space of the corresponding user process. (2) 

Sharing the address space with the correspor;uJip.g. user process makes each 

protection module process relatively inqpensive. Executlna in ring two or 

three protects each module from the uaer ring pr91rams, but still provides. an 

execution environment that is private for ~ch ueer connection, above the 

multiplexed buffers m~aged at rings zero. ~d one, Finally, by making each 

protection module a distinct process, it can be simply progr811Dl~' to ms1uage 

only one connection, accepting each ciphertext block as it arrives without 

waiting for demands for input from the correspond:hig user process. 

The front end proceJJsor must be aware of,, tpe ~onnectiona that will be 

using the protection modules, so that it c;an. accept t~t! enciphiued input and 

forward it to the central proc~ssor a, block at .. a time. On synchronous 

communication lines this should pose no probl• 41.s. eta.tire encipher.eel blocks 

can be transparently transmitted using eyu.cbxonous line: control protocols 

[ISO., IBMlJ. On asynchronous lines .this aay require. ••••b,lug character-sise 

pieces of a ciphertext block until a complete block is forut"1.. Some form of 

block fr•ing 11ay also be desired in order to insure that entire blocks are 

forwrded to the host module, for if block fr•e synchrony. is lost, the 

(2) While the curre~t process implementation forces each process to have its 
own address space, an impl"entation of proct••~ ~~at would Jl1.!rt1it two. or 
more processes to share an address apace in this fashion has recently been 
developed by Reed [ReDJ. Using the current process im'plementation, one can 
avoid the cost of a separate process with its own address space for each 
protection module by multiplexing a single trusted process among all cipher 
connections. However, this savings is achieved at the cost .of increasing the 
complexity of this process, as it must now manage many connections at once, 
and violating the security principle of least c011111on mechanism noted in 
chapter six. 
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connection must be manually suspended and re-established in order to re·sume 

ccmmun ication. 

Of course echoing can no longer be perfotmed by the front end processor 

and some substitute for this must be provided as outlined in chapter six. On 

half-duple~ lines, line brealts must still be used to terminate output from the 

host and turn around the line for terminal input, but a quit should be aent to 

the user process only upon receipt of a valid data mark message. On 

full-duplex lines, line breaks need no longer be sent'since attention messages 

can be transmitted on the terminal-to-ho'st chann~l With assurance of being 

processed rapidly by the host module. 

The protection module process would accept input ciphertext blocks upon 

arrival at the central processor from the supervisor level buffer management 

software for both dialup· lines and ARPANET connections, process them as 

outlined tn chapter six, and place the deciphered input into buffers for user 

level input processing. OUtput from a user process would be processed by this 

aodule and cipbertext blocks would be forwarded to the supervisor level buffer 

management software. 

We also prQpose the introduction of a hard1iare. encryp~ion instruction 

capable of enciphering/ deciphering one or more 64.;.bit biocks using the NBS 

data encryption standard. Such an instruction would be a logical extension to 

the multiple-operand extended instruction set used for character and bit ,. 

111anipulation on !oklltics {Ron]. 'lbis instru'Ction could be used to encipher 
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data both on commun.ication channels and for protection of data stored on 

removable media, e.g., tapes and demountable disk packs. (3) 

Performance Considerations 

There are two major areas of syst• perfomance that will be affected by 

use of the encryption protection modules: boat syst• overhead in supporting 
. . . ~ . . ·-

the protocols and connection bandwidth utilizati,on and delay resulting .~rom 

their use. Host system overhead involved in suppo.rting the protocols includes 

the processor and memory resources required· to d*? .. ipher and authenticate 

incoming messages, to encipher and tag output, and the processing involved in 
,. , «, j •·' c:i ,. . 

resynchronization, key-change, and denial of 11ea11age service protocols. The 

overhead for resynchronization is encourttered only,_!hen co~ection dis~ruption 

occurs and should be considered as a mar-~al cost, except when such 

disruption is a major probleia. The time dedicated, to detection of denial of 

message service is controllable by paraeters tbat sl,lould. be . user ~etinabl~, 
·' ' • • : < ' - ~ - •• ·'- -~ ,• ~ ···, -., • • 

thus permitting the cost of this pr()teC tion, to be. c;ontJ;'olled by th~ user, 

within limits eatabli~ed by installation paJ;'••ters. 

Examination of the control structure of the. protection module .indicates 
··.%"'_' -

tha~ most of the time, under usual circua.•tances, ~ufd b~ epent ip the ~sk 

of regular data message processing. the operations involved in this task are 
. '.: I ! ~: .' ~ ' 

all readily programmable on modern host 
.. · ~_.; 

long as a hardware 
:,.· J 

enciphering/deciphering instruction is provided. The associated overhead per 

message block wuld be on the order of 50-100 11icr0Hconds on a large host 

· (3) ;1'he details c;f, 'the oP.ration of such an· inletuctltnr~il. vaty baeed og. the 
archtteeture· of th~·hoat c!~puter, and tl\''.des1jli 5~f &tie~ 'an instrueHQn '!'1 a 
topic! requiring further study. · · ' · · · ·· ;. · · , ' ' 
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system, given a hardware enciphering/deciphering instruction capable of 

deciphering a block in 5-50 microseconds. Since a 64-bit block could hold 

five or six characters when used as a user data message, .block. this overhead 

is ·about 9-20 micro8econds per character for full data blocks. 

Additional overhead is involved through the use of multiple processes to 

implement the host protection module functions and other communication system 

functions, but a comparison between this organization and the current system 

organization is hard to make. Experience using multiple processes to provide 

echoing over the network indicates that the overhead involved in such 

organization is not substantial. The working sets of the proce1tses involved 

are small and the functions provided are rather simple and execute rapidly. 

With respect to tranS111ission bandwidth, it is reasonable to ignore the 

effects of messages associated with resynchronization, key-change, and 

detection of denial of message service protocols, as these messages should 

constitute a very small fraction of the total message traffic. The reduction 

of bandwidth over the connection is a result of dedicating a portion of each 

message block to authentication and message type information. In a 64-bit 

block, this information would occupy about 25% to 35% of the block. (4) Thus 

only 65% to 75% of the connection bandwidth is available for user data 

transmission. On input bandwidth utilization is usually not a problem, as the 

user rarely is capable of taking advantage of the available bandwidth on the 

(4) In a 64-bit block, five or six characters can be accomodated with space 
for a four-bit mesqa~ typ~ field and an .atitJi~Uqat9.r ~hat provt,dea a 
.probability of erroneous authentication on the :ord.er qf J,,0 ... 6. The ii•b•r of 
'characters varies depending' on' character size, ' fl~V..ui .·'or etghtJ>it• ,per 
character, and desired authenticator size. · · · 
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connection. (5) On output, however, this is • diu.dventqe as the host sy1Jtem 

usually is capable of using the maximqm channel ~ci,ty ill shor,t bursts. 

With respect to delays, the control structure Qf the protection modules 

and the discussion of host system. O\rerhead in 111.t?s•age bla,ck processing from 

above indicates that the overhead for preparation, encryption, decryption , 

and authentication of a single message block should result in a negligible 

delay. Assuming a ter11inal 11odule :taplemented using a microprocessor and a 

special hardware encryption chip, the total time. required to process one 

message block should be about 100 microseconds. 'l'his indicates that the speed 

of the encryption protection module is not a bandwidth limiting factor for 

data rates associated with user-coiaputation. connections. Relative to the 

other processing delays encountered by interactive terminal users in their 

caamunication with a host system, the delay introduced by the use of the 

protection protocols is negligible. 

Summary 

The test implementation tested the completeness of the protocols and 

permitted evaluation of the :tapact of the protection protocols on the human 

interface of a computer utility. 'lbe protocols performed as expected and 

generally were transparent to the user. Even in sit~tions where the intruder 

actively engaged in connection disruption, the impact on the user was 

mitigated by the automatic resynchronization protocol. With the addition of 

further enhancements noted above, the user interface could become quite robust 

(5) If input to the host is via a multiplexed connection~ e.g., an ARPANET 
connection, this reduction of bandwidth may be of concern. 
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in the face of dedicated intruder line disruption. The delays experienced in 

the test implementation were unacceptably long, but with the use of hardware 

encryption at both ends of the connection and the use of a microprocessor to 

implement the terminal protection module, it appears that the delays would 

become negligible. 



Chapter Nine 

ConclusioJts 

The goal of this thesis was to develop a set of protocols to organize the 

use of encryption to provide a secure path between a user at a terminal and 

his interactive ccaputation in a remote ho•t computer. We have proposed a 

set of protoC::ola to accOllplish this goal, and performed a first demonstration 

of their feasibility. These protocols are designed for use with a block 

' cipher such as the proposed NBS Data Encryption Standard or IBM's Lucifer, 

taking advantage of the fixed,;.l~ligth bloeb to delimit data and control 

messages. In producing these protocols, every effort has been made to be 

complete and· getteral. Provision is made for all comaon aspects of interactive 

user-ccmputer communication _,;. from authentication at login, to high priority 

messages, to character echoing. The protocols are designed to function in a 

wide variety of comaiunication system configurations. 

The. level· of description in the thesis should be sufficient to allow an 

implementation to be engineered for moat exieting and foreseeable systems. We 

hope that this work will contribute to future widespread use of 

et\cTyption-b1;1sed protection measures to reduce the vulnerability of computer 

systems to release and modification of the data they.contain through intrusion 

on their largely unprotected COlllllunication facilities. In order to achieve 

such widespread use of encryption-based measures, both an encryption algorithm 

and a set of protocoia must be atandardi~ad to permit development of low cost 

terminal protection llodules that can be used with any host that employs such 
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measures. We hope that this research will stimulate work on a standard set of 

protocols. 

Future Work ----
Although the level of description provided in this thesis should be 

adequate for one attempting to engineer a tetlllinal prote~tion J!l,Odule, there 

are areas deserving of further study with respect to iotpleaentatio~ of this 

module. It appears that the use of a gener~l purPf:>lle microprocessor and a 

special purpose encryption chip should provide an ade~te hardware base for 

the terminal module, but questions remain as to what other . ,. func_tions 

could/should be taken on by the microprocessor, e.g.~ remote controlled 

echoing and commt.mication line interfacing. 'lbere is also the question of 

using different arrangements of one or more NBS encryption chips to provide a 

more secure cipher scheme. Hellman and Diffie have spec:Ql4't:ed . ' . ' ' ' :: ~ :, 
[DHl] that a 

cipher constructed by cascading two NBS encr}'Ption chips and usill& independent 

keys would be more secure than the use of a sin11~e NB.S chip. .Such a 

modification to the protection modules is easily ~.ccaaeiished within the 
. 

context of the protocols employed in this thesi~. . I~ would. pe _a sim,pla matter 

to extend the key-change protocol to use four me.._l!lages to tr1tnamit_ the keys 

for the two cipher chips. 

Another topic for future study lies in the 
.; ~· ' 

development of production 

versions of the host protection module_. The protocols have been designed so 

that the host module can be :Implemented in -~isting sy~ems using the wide 

variety of host commllllication system configurations that may be encountered, 

although the task of implementing the host module probably will vary in 
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difficulty from one host to the next. The exact form of the host 

encryption/decryption instructions and the problem of managing the primary 

keys at the host both require careful study. Another important consideration 
·.' 

in host implementations will be the overhead encountered by the, host and the 

delays introduced into user interactions. Empirical analysis of the cost of 

supporting the protection modules and measurement of their performance should 
,,_ . ., 

be conducted. In a similar vein, studies of the psychological impact of using 

the protocols should be carried out to determine how the human interface could 

be further improved. 

It would be encouraging to see a proof of correctness of an 
.... , 

implementation of the protection protocols developed in this thesis. The area 

of logical verification of protocols has received little attention so far 

[Boe] , but will ·certainly be critical to. the acc~ptance of the protocols fn 

the construction of secure systems. Part of the difficulty of proving the 

correct operation of the protocols lies in establishing the formal assumptions 

that correspond to informal goals. 

There is need to develop suitable algorithms for generating primary and 

secondary keys at the host. Algorithms used for this purpose should have the 

properties that the keys they generate are statistically well distributed yet 

the sequence of keys should not be predictable by someone observing successive 

members of the sequence and knowing the algorithm being employed. Certainly 

much research into this area must have been performed by agencies of the 

Department of Defense in conj unction w:f. th existing needs to generate keys, but 

it seems unlikely that many of the results of this research will bec<u.e 

publicly available. In the public domain, Hell.Jaan [Bel) has suggested the use 
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of two random number generators, one generating statistically random numbers 

using a conventional technique, as described by Knuth, and the other 

generating numbers in a "non-deterministic" fashion, e.g., using the value of 

the real time clock as part of its functional input. Encryption lceya could be 

fashioned by combining t.he output from these two random number generators 

using an exclusive-or operation. 

Finally, it would be very interesting to see if similar protocols can be 

developed based on stream ciphers. The use of stream ciphers holds the 

promise of overcoming bandwidth utilization problems by employing 

variable-length messages. However, it is not clear whether pro tee tion modules 

and protocols developed for use with stream ciphers can be as simple as the 

ones illustrated in this thesis. The tradeoffs between bandwidth utilization 

and complexity must be carefully examined. 



Appendix 

Cryptanalysis 

The conversion of ciphertext to cleartegt by analytic technicpes without 

knowledge of the key is a. topic beyond the scope of this thesis. As noted in 

chapter two, it is assumed that both Lucifer aad the NBS ·algorithm are 

resistant to such cryptanalytic attacks. (1) Itt the case of the NBS 

algorithm, as noted by Diffie aQ.d Hellman [DHlJ, the poten.tial availability of 

very fast, inexpensive encryption chips,. and tbe 81.ae of the key space for the 

NBS algorithm m.ake bre4king the cipher by ax:haustive searching of t:he key 

s~ce not entirely infeasible. It ia trenic that the potential a•ailability 

of a.n NBS encryption chip may make practical both t:he inclusion of enct"Y1tion 

devices in terminals and the breaking of the' cipher syatem by mens formerly 

considered iDlpr&etical. Al& the possibility of praet:ical exhauative search :ts 

of importance in assessing the level of ,security provided by encryption, we 

(1) It is very hard to establish the resistance level of an encryption 
algorithm to cryptanalysis. If a method of analyzing the cipher is discovered 
then it provides an upper bound on the amount of work that may be needed to 
break the cipher. But. if no 11ethod is found. then one ha•· no guarantee that 
the cipher is unbreakable or even very hard to break, since some fresh 
analysis might di9Cov.er a simple means of drastically redociug the work needed 

·-to break the cipher. Whenever the cipher in questipn is not theoretically 
aecqre, one is .face.cl .with this problem-. l>uX"f.118 the d•velopm.ent of Lucifer, 
IBM made efforts to determine how susceptible the cipher was to various 
~rypt.._i.ytic techni9J.8s. . Althoqh these·· afft>rte · did - not reveal any 
Weaknesses that could be exploited by a cryptanalyst, this does not provide 
one ~th a fir11 baais for concluding that tlie cipher is practically 
unbreakable. 
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now present an analysis of the effort required to break the NBS and Lucifer 

ciphers by key space search. 

The goal of an exhaustive key search is to determine the key used to 

encipher some set ·of message blocks. It is presumed that the analyst has 

available some number of blocks of ciphertext and that for some of these 

blocks he mows portions of the corresponding cleartext block. The key search 

is to be peJ;"fomed by a large system equipped with an array of computing 

elements, each capable of deciphering (or enciphering) a single block of text 

and comparing the result (.-:1.th masking) to another block in parallel. Each 

element in. the array can signal the result of a successful operation to a 

central controller. We will refer to the, amount of time required to perfotm a 

single deciphering and comparison as the basic cycle time of this system. 

A single element could be used to search tbe entire key space. By 

employi.ng large numbei;s of the elements all operating irt parallel under the 

.supervision of some central unit, however, the aount of time required to 

search the key space can be reduced by a factor equal to the n•ber of 

elements employed. 

Now that we have a model for the key search process, some discussion of 

the size of the key space and the expected duration of the search is possible. 

For the 128-bit Lucifer, the key space contairts approximately 3. 4 x 1038 keys,, 

while the NBS algorithm, _using a 56-bit key, has a key space containing only 

ap.proximately 7.2 x iol6 keys. Note that, on the average, only half of the 

key space need be searched if the correct key e«n be recognized 11hen 

enc.otm tered. The conditions under which an ana:lys-t can know he has the 

correct· key will be discussed later. 
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We will now mak8 a simplifying assumption .about the nature of the cipher 

that is being analyzed. The asstDption is that. the cipher is appro:dmately 

per£ect. A perfect cipher has th~ prpper.ty that oo · tl!IJ) cU-J:inc:;-;t keys. will 

transform two distinct .cleartext bl.ocka ;f.q.p:> the. _... e~hertext block (Sha) • 

(2) Although Lucifer. apd t¥ NBS algorithm ar~ not u,ee:efffl&r-i;ly perfect, it is 

believed that they. probably do qpt dey,j.a.te -1.&.a,.J.fi~tlf fr~: this . property 

[FH3]. In the. case .. of ~ perfect cipher~- a.a ~lyat who pOB;ttessea one 

ciphertext block a0;d the complete. m.atchins. clearte:itt . can AQW ,deC.raiI\49 by 

exhau9tive searchin.$. of the key :space., 11hic1- Jr.,ay ~- \19~ t.P encipher the 

block, because only one key will tran•fQrin .• spacUt1.c:c~rtext bl.ock into a 

s~cific cipher~xt block. 

cleartext in an inter~•l>~ed ciphtrtext bl~k, there .~re ik keys that will 

correctly decipher th-. Jmown portiQn of the bl~k wti:Ue ,~he. JAllkaovn bits range 

over al~ the i,>Oseible v~uea that! l:?its:•ll7 take on. 

When an analyst has several blocb and portions of the clea.ttext 

associated with each, it is reasonable to ~k ~w MAJ :li4'8 will be in the set 

that results from 1i;iteraec t:ing the result• of tb• key . .-l'cl;aes,.for each 0£ the 

incomJ>letely known blocks. Let K be the size of th•.-~Y spa,ce, N l;>e the 

number ot unknown bits in each i,;itercepted blQClt, .ancl J -~ the uw.ber of such 

intercepted blocks. 

intersection of the "po•eible" kay se,ts for. eac;~ iA~rc.epted Pl:ock, B(I). ia 

given by the following ex~•·•~_pn. 

(2) .F~r J>~~1,-.s o~ exl\a.uative key •archiA&. ".pe~·~~M>il" cOAetit:ut•s a 'wor.iJt 
case assibpt on. In the case of a non-perfect cipher 1 an intruder may 
d~scOV'~r several key• .that cor~tly -~4'C:~ ,a· :lmoWA .Jql:.,ce.pt,ed block of. 
clphertext and he must further teat to deteraine which dne is the key used to 
encipher the collection of messages in Viich he is interested. 
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the meaning of this result is that the possession of only a few bloeks and the 

kno\rledge of o·nly a modest' fraction of the' 'l>t'tt:i- in: each block reduces the 

upected size of the intersection key set tb less than two. In the case of 

the NBS algorithm, "1th only two interc·epted blacks ancf 3{; bits knOwn in each 

block (S6% of the block) an analyst can discover the ke-y used to encipher the 

blocks· in a two-phase operation. All but a few- of the array elements can be 

put to work simultaneously deciphering one of the two' bl&ks with a number of 

different keys. Whenever one of the elements finela a key th8t: · correctly 

deciphets th,e known portion of the first block, one of the otherwise idle 

eleaents will decipher the second block widi '":the - Jatiie key.;> Despite the 

incomplete information available to -the analyst, this procedure Wili usually 

produce only one ·key that correctly deciphers'''thf! --- mown portions of both 

blocks. 

Despite the arguments i;tesented above, there is still an overriding 

question that has not been considered: How long will' it take to search the 

key space? We have not'ed that the time involved in: the key space search is 

inversely proportiottal to the number o'f ·elements in the array; adding more 

elements' redtic"es the time required to ;perform the sea-;ch. Let us examine a 

concrete example to put the questiou into perspe"ctive. 

Diffie and Hellman have proposed a scenario 'tn 1'hlch a deciphering device 

similar to the one described above is cOA&tliuctac:i [DRU·· They sug~ that 

the special purpose chil>S can be ltiide wfth a cycle ti1le of one micidsec!>nd at 

a· cost of about $10 per chip, and they propo-se the const-ruc"tion of an array of 
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1.000,000 chips and associated controlling and power fNpply hardware. coating 

again as much as the array of s pee ial purpose chips• for a total system cost 

of $20.000.000. 'l'hey po .. int out that such a syst• could search half the key 

space of the proposed NBS algorithm in abou.t one day, given a m~tching .clear 

and ciphertext block. On the other hand, the ti~e required for a siuaU.ar 

search of the key space of the Lucifer algorit}\m is about 1019 years. 

Our earlier results on exhaustive searching of the key space given only 

partial matching blocks of clear and ciphertext indiC~te that JllOre tiae . would 

be required to euccessfully determine the key undeJ:" such circUlllstances, but 

the ext~a time involved should not be substantial enough to change t~e- g~neral 

p.ature of figures put forth by :Oif fie and Helllllan. 

Thus• while it is not feasible to consider exhaustive key searching as a 

naeans of discovering the key used in a 1,uciftlr; based system, it is not 

unreasonable to consider such an attack on a system ~d on the NBS ciph4r. 

As Diffie and Hellman point out, these calculations are especially disturbing 

1ihen. the proj acted tmprovements in hardware speed and r-.duced hardware coats 

of the next decade are taken into consideration. Similar calculations can be 

perfomed aaauiling different system cycle time,, numbet"a of array elements and 

costs. Basically, though, it is apparent that a 4h•t,.na.ined analyst with 

adequate resources can determine the key used to·· enc·tptier potentially large 

volumes of data under the NBS cipher within a reasouble time period, giv~m 

some knowledge of the contents of intercepted cipherte11:t blocks. 
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